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IN LUCE TUA
Comment on Contemporary Affairs by the Editor
Two Cheers for Lutheran Unity
Lutherans have seldom been noted for their ecumenical enthusiasm, even toward each other. For that reason,
the decision reached on September 8 by conventions of
the Lutheran Church in America (LCA), the American
Lutheran Church (ALC), and the Association of Evangelical Lutheran Churches (AELC) to form a new Lutheran church body by 1988 takes on particular importance. Dr. Martin E. Marty, the distinguished Lutheran
church historian, went so far as to characterize the event
as constituting potentially "the most decisive day in
Lutheranism" in North America. That statement may
well be true, though if it is, it reflects more on the insignificance of Lutheranism in the North American experience than on the momentous nature of the occasion.
We do not offer that comment cynically. It is in fact
the very absence of impact Lutherans have had on
American culture that leads us to welcome, though not
without reservations, the LCA-ALC-AELC move
toward Lutheran unity. If the merger of churches within
Christendom is to find justification beyond institutional
aggrandizement, it must offer the promise of more effective Christian witness. Those of us who believe that the
particular emphases of the Lutheran Confessionsespecially the central focus on justification by grace
through faith-should be considered more carefully
within the American churches than they have to date
can hope that the intended merger will accomplish just
that.
If Lutheranism is to be, as the 1965 Mission Affirmations of the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod (LC-MS)
proclaimed, a confessional movement within the one,
holy, catholic, and apostolic Church, it must manage the
delicate feat of reaffirming its particular theological
identity even as it locates itself unreservedly within the
universal body of Christ. It must, that is, unapologetically offer its distinctive witness to the Gospel without
arrogating to itself a monopoly on Christian truth. If
the merger contributes to renewed theological vitality
and effective ecumenical witness, it will deserve the expansive blessings that have already been bestowed on it;
if it does not, it will have no more than bureaucratic
significance and could even wind up consuming energy
and attention that would better have been expended
elsewhere.
November, 1982

Preliminary signs indicate that merger offers more
hints of promise than of danger, but we think it important to count unity's costs as well as its benefits and to
outline as clearly as possible certain difficulties that
might lie ahead for the new church body. We do so not
in order to act as Cass~ndra or to spread gloom where
joy abounds but in the faith that prudence (understood
as practical wisdom) remains a cardinal virtue even
within the Church and that evils anticipated are the
more likely to become evils avoided.
One obvious cost of the LCA-ALC-AELC merger
will be increased theological polarization within the
Lutheran community. Organic union among the moderate-to-liberal branches of Lutheranism will nudge conservatives further to the right- in the direction of neofundamentalist sectarianism-even as it draws the new
church body closer to mainstream American Protestantism. We know that members of both camps will dispute
that assumption, but we think that history and the inherent dynamics of the situation make it all but inescapable. What remains uncertain is the di tance the two
groups will travel in their respective directions. W
hope that the drift in either direction will b minimal ,
but we wish we could be more confident than w are that
it will be. The loss of the Lutheran c nter would b
catastrophic.
The key to the situation, ev n a it ha be n the prime
-if unintended and ironic-mover b hind them rg r ,
is Missouri. In its irre pon ible breaking of f llow hip
with the ALC in 1981 , the LC-M inadv rt ntly op n d
the way to union among the other major Luth ran
bodies. After the ALC - LC-M br ak, it no Ion r mad
sense for other Lutheran to think furth r of "waiting
for Missouri." The AELC' call to unity v ral y ar
ago acted as immediat cataly t for th m rg r pr
but of cour e the AEL it If wa b rn only out f Mi souri's unappea able d mand for v r-m r -r fin d
version of doctrinal purity. W will hav partial and
polarizing Lutheran m rg r b cau
Mi o ri mad
more encompa ing-and m r
d irabl - m
impos ible.
Tho e are har h judgrn nt , and w mak th
b rly and with th deep tr
t. W ar n
who di mi Mi ouri' d trinaJ on m
Indeed, our re rvation on ming th r p
d m rger tern lar l from f a that th n w h r h b d

The preservation within American Lutheranism of the Law/Gospel hermeneutic as a key to
understanding Scripture, doing theology, and centering piety owes much to the Missouri tradition.

could develop tendencie toward do trinal laxit that
the presence of the LC-MS would make far le likely.
If Mis ouri at its wor t tend to an unevangelical i olationism, at its best it ha exhibited a commitment to
confessional orthodoxy that other American Lutheran
groups have not always maintained. Tho e of u concerned that Christianity remain true to itself-true, that
is, to the central affirmations of the ecumenical creeds
as they have been understood in the orthodox tradition
of the Church-have need of Missouri, or at least of the
best of its heritage.
Within the Lutheran community itself, Missouri has
often exercised a salutary influence. The preservation
within American Lutheranism of the Law/Gospel hermeneutic as a key to understanding Scripture, doing
theology, and centering piety owes much to the Missouri tradition. Those who have found themselves sympathetic to the Christ Seminary- Seminex way of doing
theology know that its roots in sturdy Lutheran confessionalism were nourished in the LC-MS, even if, in the
end, Missouri repudiated what it had nurtured. This is
not to suggest that the LC-MS alone kept Lutheran
theology alive in its uncongenial American setting.
Non-Missouri Lutherans rightly resent the tendency of
Missourians (or even ex-Missourians) to assume that
they hold the patent on doctrinal rigor or confessional
fidelity within American Lutheranism. Yet it remains
true that the particularities of Missouri's history have
allowed it to resist the blandishments of general Protestantism better than some other Lutheran groups have
done.
The great sticking point between the LC-MS and
other Lutherans, of course, has been the question of the
interpretation of Scripture. All Lutherans subscribe to
the confessions and to the Bible as the inspired word of
God and the source and norm of confessional doctrine.
But Lutherans do not all mean the same thing when they
speak of inspiration. Missouri and other conservative
groups insist on a belief in verbal inspiration that makes
the Bible incapable of error in any point and requires
that it be read as expressing literal truth on all matters
to which it addresses itself, whether or not those matters
hold intrinsic theological significance. Other Lutherans
understand infallibility and inerrancy to refer to issues
essential to the Gospel, and they would not insist, as
would Missourians, that skepticism concerning, say, the
historicity of Adam and Eve undermines scriptural
authority.
On this matter, we are convinced that Missouri has
entrenched itself in an untenable position. Insistence
on the LC-MS version of literal inerrancy requires of
Christians that they forsake their God-given reason and
embrace logical absurdities and scientific inanities.
Such insistence thereby becomes, for all but the super4

k but rath r faith in idiou
1 of
riptural auth rity,
mor o r claim for th Bihl that whi h it n wh re
on of the pr of-t t r gularly tr tted
out to ub tantiat literal in rran
do what th
ar
intended to do. Th L -M thu find it elf d f nding
Scriptur not on th ba i of criptur it If but rather
on the ba i of a dubiou rationali ti inf r nc that
Missourian of all p ople, ought to know b tter than to
burden with uch an intol rabl w ight. Out of uch
sad ironies is confe ional orthodoxy made to appear
silly and insub tantial.
All this said non-Missouri Lutherans must continue
to take the LC-MS eriously. Even on the question of the
interpretation of Scripture, Missouri's position requires
attentive consideration, if not for its theological or scriptural foundations, then for its historical sobriety. The
rise during the nineteenth century of higher biblical
criticism (augmented by Darwinism and, later on , by
comparative cultural anthropology) did in fact undermine orthodox Christianity along with literal inerrancy.
Protestant Christians, having substituted an infallible
book for an infallible church as their source of absolute
authority, found themselves cast adrift in doctrinal confusion when the traditional understanding of that
authority came into question. The problem of authority
for statements of faith is hardly a trivial one, and if nonMissourians are right to argue that the LC-MS solution
to the problem is unworkable, they ought to concede
more readily than they often do that the problem genuinely exists.
All of which brings us, long way around, back to the
concern that formation of the new Lutheran church
could widen the gulf between liberal and conservative
Lutherans, a development that would be unfortunate
for all involved. The continued isolation of Missouri
would constitute a tragedy for American Lutheranism,
and we hope that the new Lutheran church, whatever
form it finally takes, will do everything it can to keep
the door open to reconciliation with the LC-MS. Having had extensive personal experience in both the LCA
and the LC-MS, we are persuaded that the two groups
have deep need of each other's witness. Doctrinal indifference/doctrinal rigidity: we have seen both in action,
and we are moved to conclude that they are alike destructive of authentic Christian faith and piety. Any
counsel that extremes be avoided invites suspicion of
banality, but in this situation we can only plead, with
Yeatsian urgency, that a way be found for the Lutheran
center to hold.
For that to happen, Missouri will have to end its selfimposed quarantine and enter once again on the road
toward unity that it set out on in 1969 and so sadly deThe Cresset
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~he danf!er of_polit!cizing the G~spel-:making our fallible judgments as to what justice requires
,n any given situation coextensive with the Gospel message-is present among the churches today.

parted from in 1 l. The LC-M resists communion
with other churche (including other Lutheran
churche ) on th ground that agreement on doctrine
mu t precede unity-whether that unity take the form
of organic union or simply of altar-and-pulpit fellowship (full communion). No orthodox Christian could
reasonably object to Missouri's insistence on doctrinal
agreement a a precondition to unity were it not for the
extraordinary demands Missouri makes as to the extent
of the agreement necessary.
It is difficult to understand why Missouri, which
roots its theology so staunchly in confessional Lutheranism, should demand more on this point than does the
Augsburg Confession itself. Article VII of Augsburg
seems tolerably clear: "It is also taught among us that
one holy Christian church will be and remain forever.
This is the assembly of all believers among whom the
Gospel is preached in its purity and the holy sacraments
are administered according to the Gospel. For it is sufficient for the true unity of the Christian church that the Gospel
be preached in conformity with a pure understanding of it
and that the sacraments be administered in accordance with
the divine Word."
Gospel and sacraments. That, it would seem, should
be for Lutherans the necessary and sufficient basis for
"the true unity of the Christian church." But it is not
sufficient for the LC-MS. It glosses the Augsburg Confession by speaking of the Gospel "and all its doctrines."
Thus, in Missouri-speak, the Gospel is so expanded in
its boundaries as to take in attitudes toward evolution
or the authorship of the Pentateuch. Necessary agreement on the Gospel of Jesus Christ comes to require
agreement with the LC-MS on the most recondite points
of scriptural interpretation. In the process, the plain
catholic intention of the Augsburg Confession is so distorted as to turn it into a sectarian document. And the
truly valuable gifts that Missouri has to offer to fellow
Lutherans and to the Church at large remain buried
under a carapace of supererogatory orthodoxy.
That the proposed new Lutheran church would benefit from Missouri's presence is already evident. In the
absence of the LC-MS, the new church, it is clear, will
be more likely to fall into political captivity. Among the
most obvious threats to the integrity of the Gospel at
any time is its appropriation for contemporary social
needs. In our time, that threat most frequently takes
the form of appropriation for political purposes. Given
the facile moralizing of the Moral Majority on the one
hand and the peace-and-justice people on the other, it
is easy to forget that the holy mysteries of the faith do
not conform to our political categorie . Mainstream
American Protestantism has long since given up di tinguishing between left-liberal political preference
and Gospel imperatives, and that pernicious tendency
ovember, 1982

has surfaced at times within Lutheranism.
A recent editorial in Lutheran Perspective (September
20, 1982) entitled "The Third Sacrament?" dramatizes
the point. The editorial notes that "the adoption of
social statements has, in some ways, seemingly become
the third (or fourth) sacrament for some Lutherans."
Indeed, the editorial goes on, "at some conventions ...
debating and adopting [these statements] is how the
Church is the Church, much in the same way that
preaching the Gospel, baptizing, and communing are
the Church in most congregations." We find this an
ominous development (although Lutheran Perspective,
by and large, apparently does not).
The greatest dangei:- is that by entering on this route
we may blur the distinction between the Gospel itselfthe proclamation of forgiveness and reconciliation in
Jesus Christ- and that which proceeds from the Gospel-our responsive acts of love and justice. The danger
of politicizing the Gospel-making our fallible judgments as to what justice requires in any given situation
coextensive with the Gospel mes age-is clear and pre ent among the churches today. It is precisely this temptation that manifests itself when the making of social
statements becomes, in effect, a third sacrament and i
seen as constitutive of the church's mini try in the same
way as are the preaching of the word and the c 1 bration
of baptism and the eucharist. The efficacy of word and
sacrament can be assumed b cau e word and acrament
come to us as gifts of grace. We can hav no such a surances concerning our flawed attempt to tran late Go pel promises into political tatement or program .
The traditional wi dom till appli : th Go p l
unites; politics divide . While th r do com tim
when we must risk di unity for the ak of th Go p l,
those occasions remain the exc ption and n t th n rm.
This is even more clear in practi than in th ory. Any
reasonably objective look at mo t
ial tat m nt by
the mainstream churche today would r ogniz th m
to be reflection of the conventional 1 ft-lib ral wi <lorn.
We simply do not b liev that th
p
locate our elve on th left id of th

s

we are frankly less concerned now than we would have been several years ago that American
Lutherans will resolve differences among themselves on the basis of the least common denominator.

tax sy tern to the detail of nucl ar trate . It cannot
be repeated too often: peace and ju tice are not concept open to elf-evident p cification, and in mo t instances men and women of equal knowledge and moral
concern can legitimately come to quite different conclusion as to how they might be defined and arrived at.
Where the moral issues are clear and unambiguou (as
is rare), let the churches speak; where they are clouded
and complex (as i normal) , let the churche keep ilence. To act otherwise is to mistake the Church's competence, to confuse its mission, and to divide the body
of Christ unnecessarily.
Were the LC-MS to be included in the new Lutheran
body, the tendency to intermix politics and the Gospel
would be reduced. Among Lutheran groups (as elsewhere), a rough correlation exists between the degree of
theological liberalism and the inclination to issue sociopolitical pronouncements. This can only partially be
accounted for on ideological grounds. While Missourians are probably politically more conservative than
members of the groups involved in the merger, they
tend as a church body to behave more in an apolitical
than conservative manner. They do not, that is, issue
large numbers of social statements of any sort, although
they will do so when the moral issues seem clear, as in
their strong condemnation of abortion. The reluctance
to speak out regularly on socio-political issues stems
essentially from theological roots.
When Luther observed that it is neither necessary or
even possible for the state to be run by the Gospel, he
established the basis for Two Kingdoms thought. God's
justice must reign in the kingdom of the left hand, but
justice not only includes due consideration for prudence and realism in public affairs (because of the enduring influence of original sin on human behavior),
it also is only capable, as noted above, of the most tentative and imprecise definition in specific cases. Even
where ends are clear, means are often extremely uncertain, and politics is far more often concerned with
means than ends.
A prudent respect for the ambiguities of justice need
not, as is often supposed, lead to the evils of "quietism,"
but it will promote political pluralism within the
Church, which we find an entirely healthy tendency.
Rather than undercut that tendency by issuing endless
political manifestoes, the churches would do better to
encourage it and to respect the diversity and freedom
under the Gospel it reflects. In so doing, they would not
only show greater wisdom, they would also-and more
importantly-act to preserve the integrity of the Gospel
of Jesus Christ. As of now, the LC-MS seems to understand that point better than do the churches involved
in the merger.
We do not raise these matters in order to discourage
6

or d ni at th m
t
r . Th
polarization politi izati n
but th ar n tin up rabl . Ind d
witn
in r
nt ar a n tabl th 1 i al r n wal in orth
m rican Lutherani m. Luth ran root hav b
d r in i rat d r di o r d. Th
ary of th
ug bur Conf i n th flouri hin coner ation with Roman atholic and oth r
drive
toward Lutheran unity it If: all th
hav
nt Lutheran back to their hi torical and th olo ical origins
and imbu d them with a pirit that i at one more Lutheran and more catholic-above all , more theologically
vital. We are frankly le concerned now than we would
have been everal year ago that American Lutherans
will re olve difference among them elves on the basis
of the lea t common denominator.
Still, the absence of the LC-MS and other conservative
groups from the propo ed new church poses potential
problems that should not be ignored. For the conservatives, their heightened isolation will reinforce inclinations to sectarianism and self-righteous dogmatism. For
the members of the new church-with whom we are
here primarily concerned-the challenge will be to
compensate from within for the absence of the conservatives' theological anchor. While those involved in the
process of merger will face innumerable practical problems relating to polity, property, and institutional structure, their larger, continuing challenge will be to create
and preserve among themselves the theological equivalent of Missouri. They will have to generate for themselves what the LC-MS, had the times been moie propitious, could have offered them as its special gifts.
We are cautiously hopeful that they will be able to do
so, and that the new church will combine ecumenical
openness with confessional integrity. If it can manage
that, it has the not inconsiderable opportunity of establishing a more effective Lutheran voice within American Christianity than has ever been heard before. And
in that case, what will be good for the Lutherans will be
good for all of Christ's Church.
Cl

The Fall
to Annie

Your screaming cracks the quiet; without tact
When disappointed, you know only rage.
Dear child, there is no way I can assuage
This daily fall that you must re-enact.

R. L. Barth

The Cresset

Christians and the Nuclear Dilemma
An Unfashionable View

Gilbert C. Meilaender, Jr.

An air of abstraction has begun to pervade much
Christian rhetoric in this country about nuclear weapons. Catholic bishops are on their way to becoming increasingly irrelevant to the many faithful Catholics who
serve their neighbors by serving in the government and
the military. A Catholic Bishop-Bishop Mahony of
California-has written in a pastoral letter that "Nations must stop preparing for war," and quoted Thomas
Merton to the effect that "War must be abolished. " Perhaps this is worse than abstract or irrelevant; it fails to
express a Christian understanding of what is possible
in human history and of the many ways-including political and military ways-by which Christians may
sometimes serve neighbors. Walter Wink, in the pages
of the Chnstian Century, advocates that we "freeze all
further testing, production and deployment of nuclear
weapons by mutual treaty with the Soviet Union." This
is largely a pious wish abstracted from the political
realities of our time; and yet in the same breath Wink
can state that he rejects any "utopian vision," a declaration which, I guess, puts him slightly to the right (as we
measure these matters) of Bishop Mahony.
To be sure, nuclear weapons raise serious issues for
ethics and public policy, but even more important for
Christians are the attitudes which underlie much current discussion of nuclear weapons. We are not likely
to find these attitudes better expressed than in a recent
three-part essay by Jonathan Schell in the pages of The
New Yorker. Schell offers a thought experiment which it
i~ instructive for Christians to think through. Suppose,
he hypothesizes, the entire human species were sterilized. The effect would be, in one way, like that of a
nuclear holocaust. It would be different in that the present, living generation would not be harmed, but it
would be similar in that there would be no hope of
future generations, no hope for the continuance of human life. Under such circumstances, facing the imminent extinction of our species, how, Schell asks, would

Gilbert C. Meilaender, Jr. is Associate Prof essor of Religion at Oberlin College. His books include The Taste for the
Other: The Social and Ethical Thought of C. S. Lewis.
His article, "Exploring the Meaning of Virtue," appeared in
the March, 1982 Cresset.
November, 1982

we feel?
For Schell himself the answer is clear : Normal human
activity would become meaningless. For the people of
this last generation,
the futility of all the activities of the common world - of marriage ,
of politics, of the arts , of learni ng, and, for that matter, of war wou ld be driven home inexorably.... One wonders whether in the e
circu mstances people would want to go on living at all - or whether
they might not choose to end their ow n lives.

Here Schell does nothing more than articul ate the despair which Hans Morgenthau had discerned and predicted twenty years earlier in his essay on "Death in the
Nuclear Age."
If our age had not replaced the belief in the immortality of th indi•
vidual person with the immortality of humanity and its civi lization .
we cou Id take the prospect of nuclear death in our st rid . . .. Yet a
secul ar age , which has lost faith in individual immortality in another
world and is aware of the impending doom of th world through
which it tries to perpetuate itself here and now , is left without a r medy. Once it has become aware of it condition , it mu t despair. It i
the saving grace of our age that it has not yet b om aware of it
condition.

In the twenty years between Morgenthau and chell
perhaps the "saving grace" of uch lack of awar n
has been lost.

Secularizing the Hope of Immortality
h yp

man peci
tion .
I do not think I
tude i
lation ar r pr

rmuf th
7

Even if the nuclear predicament were, as Jonathan Schell says, .. the most importan t r ealit y of our
time," it would still not follow that it is sickness to live much of our life not t hinking abo ut it.

nuclear age mean?" ow wear ali
but in a mom nt
we may be dead. ow there i human lif on arth but
in a moment it ma be gone." But are not the
ntence which a genuine Chri tian con ciou n
mi ht
have spoken in an age and at any tim - not ju t in a
nuclear age? Chri tians cherish the earth and the drama
of human history but have never expected that the curtain was not some day to fall on the final act. (Which i
not to say that we, with our fingers on the button ha e
the power to let that final curtain fall apart from the will
of God. It is only to say that Schell's description of human life is, for Christians, nothing new.) Or again he
writes: "We have come to live on borrowed time: every
year of continued human life on earth is a borrowed
year, every day a borrowed day." As if there ever were
or ever will be any day or hour which we could in the
fullest sense call our own! As if all our days and years
were not borrowed time of which we were stewards.

Human Survival and Idol Wor ship
If Christians are seeking to say something useful
about weapons in the nuclear age, here is a good place
to begin. The most "modest" hope of ours is, Schell
writes, for the survival of our species. "We do not even
necessarily ask for our personal survival; we ask only
that we be survived. We ask for assurance that when we
die as individuals ... mankind can be saved." This is
genuine religious faith. I do not wish to belittle it; indeed, I am moved by it. But it happens not to be Christian, and that is the most important thing I know to say
about it. Nor do I think I am mistaken to suggest that
idol worship may also distort our perception. Consider,
for example, a passage of stunning rhetorical eloquence
in which Schell expresses his religious commitment.
In asking us to cherish the lives of the unborn , the peril of extinction
takes us back to the ancient principle of the sacredness of human
life, but it conducts us there by a new path . Instead of being asked
not to kill our neighbors , we are asked to let them be born. If it is
possible to speak of a benefit of the nuclear peril, it would be that it
invites us to become more deeply aware of the miracle of birth , and
~f the world'~ renewal. "For unto us a child is born." This is indeed
good news.

And yet, a society which fears the extinction of the human species it worships very methodically sees to it each
year that several million children are not born. And we
see once again how much easier it is to love humanity
~han to love the neighbor (though I trust, while being
ignorant of Schell's views on abortion, that he could not
have written the passage I have just cited if he himself
shared this particular tendency of our society).
If we man age to resist the temptation to worship this
idol , we will also tend to be less moved by the suggestion-becoming more common all the time-that it i
8

tim thinkar exnic ly

hol

what man

Le per ua ively p rhap Walt r Wink evidently
think th world would b a b tter place if, every time
we heard a loud bla t, all of u -like him-would "jump,
wondering 'Oh my God, did they really do it?"' If the
nuclear predicament were "the mo t important reality
of our time, ' it would still not follow that it is sickness
to live much of our life without thinking about it. It is
not my responsibility to insure that humanity lasts forever; we all live on borrowed time. It is, to be sure, my
responsibility to plan seriously for the future and take
care to love what neighbors I can in the present. But
that concern for the future is only a part of my present
obedience-which will still be valid even if the future
for which I plan never comes to pass, even if the final
curtain falls. If the human species is to become extinct
after the generation of my children, it is still important
for me to find time to play baseball with those children,
celebrate their marriages, continue to enjoy my own,
read good books, pull the weeds in my garden. All these
things are meant for my enjoyment, but I am to worship
none of them. The only sickness would be that lack of
faith which would let their worth depend on the continuance of our world and our history.
Having said all this, we can perhap s say something
about nuclear weapons as well . If we love not humanity
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A partia~ answer to th e ques_tion of legitimate possession of nuclear arms depends upon whether, by
possess,ng them, we commit ourselves to intending to use them or only to threatening to use them.

but ou r neighbor we must try to serve them. And I
(like many other ) cannot imagine that actually firing
our strategic nuclear weapon s with their megatons of
destruction would serve any of my neighbors. ( Tactica l
nuclear weapons are another matter , to which I advert
briefly below.) We should never use su ch weapons because doing so could not serve any valid political or military purpose. Indeed , many p eople seem agreed that
our strategic nuclear arms are not a weapon for waging
war. With them we could inflict unimaginable violence
(which need not be tied to any political or military purpose), but we could not wage war (which must have such
a purpose). With them we could hold the civilian population of the Soviet Union hostage (which violates the
principles governing warfare which grew up within
Christendom), but we cannot really claim to aim them
solely at military targets.

Can We Possess What We Can't Use?
If we cannot use them, should we still possess them ? A
partial answer to that question depends upon whether,
by possessing them, we commit ourselves to intending to
use them or only to threatening to use them. What it
would be morally wrong to do it is also wrong to intend
to do, but perhaps not wrong to threaten. I have found ,
for example, that on occasion I can best assure the proper behavior of my children by threatening a punishment so extreme that I know it would be unjust to inflict and have no intention of inflicting. Of course, many
people doubt whether this is good "parenting" style.
Perhaps they are right, though I usually find their arguments rather abstract and irrelevant in those moments
when my will and my children's collide.
I am more impressed by those who do not bother me
with abstract pictures of ideal parenting styles but point
out to me that my strategy of extreme, disproportionate
threat is not going to work. It may work for a while. It
may work with some of my children. But it is not likely
to work with all of them. And when one calls my bluff
(as my ten-year-old son shows every indication of being
ready to do), what then? When he calls my bluff and I
do not do what I can do but never intended to do, my
deterring threat will cease to deter. Something similar
may be the case with a strategic nuclear deterrent, and
I find this argument considerably more persuasive than
Bishop Mahony's call to nations to cease preparing for
war. A deterrent which we threaten but would not r eally
use may well cease to deter. It may in fact paralyze us
more than it does our enemies. If I tell my son that
either he behaves for the babysitter or h e doesn 't play
Little League next summer, and he misbehaves, I won't
really keep him from playing Little League. But I will
effectively have tied my own hands. Being unwilling to
N ovember, 1982

exact the punishment I had threatened, I am likely to
do little or nothing. Any punishment I inflict will be a
mere gesture. T he lesson he learns is that it pays to call
my bluff and that he can be a little more daring the
next time. Put in geopolitical terms this lesson is : Afghanistan today - Iran tomorrow-and no more U .S.
Olympic teams!
Even so, I don't think that as a responsible parent I
should give up at once my tactic of the "big threat." It
has served me well on occasion with my ten-year-old,
though I more and more want to give it up with h im as
he grows. It has served me well by giving me time to
find ways of accommodating my will to his and his to
mine, of growing gradually toward a day when I neither
wish nor seek to impose my will on his. But then, I still
have a four-year-old daughter at least as obstinate a
her older brother and a seven-year-old daught r som where between the two others both in age and di po ition. I therefore invoke my "Naaman principle. " Naaman was the Syrian army commander h aled of his
leprosy by the prophet Eli ha (2 King 5). After he ha
been healed Naaman tells Elisha that he now know that
there is no God in the whole earth ave I rael'
od.
And he asks the prophet's pardon in one matt r which
seems to h im, at least for the fore e able future , an ce sity. "In this matter may the Lord pardon your rvant:
when my master goes into the hou e of Rimmon to worship there, leaning on my arm , and I bow my If in th
house of Rimmon , when I bow my lf in th hou of
Rimmon, the Lord pardon your ervant in thi matt r ."
Naaman asks, that is , to repent in advanc whil doing
his best to deal with hi ituation . nd Eli ha ay to

"might mak
appeal.
I think, th

n

an l thr
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Discussions of U.S. military policy will be relevant when they begin seriou ly to consider the
several kinds of cost involved in alternative ways of pursuing our purposes throughout the world.

use a nuclear deterrent but ne er u or intend to u
it (though, of cour e were I an elected official who formulated policy in the e matter I would nev r a that I
did not intend to u e it). nd I think, moreov r that
even the permitted possession and threat are governed
by the" aaman principle." We must repent in advance
and-what Naaman does not clearly sa he intend to
do-work toward a day when wills are accommodated
in such a way that even posse sion and threat are unnecessary.
Those who do not like this argument should explain
how else they plan to mount a credible military deterrent in a world which looks as if it will for a while continue to be dangerous. I am more than willing to listen,
and I am far from arguing that no deterrent but our
strategic nuclear weapons is possible. But-and this is
what makes the arguments of many against the nuclear
deterrent so incurably abstract- I rather think it is the
cheapest such deterrent we can get at present.
When President Carter made clear, after the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan, that the United States would
use whatever means were necessary to resist further
Soviet advance in the Middle East, he was presumably
implying a willingness at least to threaten a nuclear exchange. What were his alternatives to such a threat? The
Rapid Deployment Force was one, but I doubt whether
many people seriously believe it would work when we
consider the enormous advantages which geographical
proximity would give the Soviet Union. The point is a
simple one: A credible, non-nuclear deterrent would be
enormous! y costly in both economic and political
terms. The expense of increased military manpower
would be great, and something like a universal military
service requirement would probably be · needed-a requirement our country seems unwilling to accept.

The Costs of Alternative Deterrents
Discussions of U.S. military policy will be relevant
when they begin seriously to consider the several kinds
of cost involved in alternative ways of pursuing our purposes throughout the world. If we do not wish to pay the
costs that a build-up of our conventional forces would
involve, are we willing to consider tactical nuclear weapons? To attack our present use of strategic nuclear
weapons for deterrence while also arguing against increased spending for the military (which conventional
alternatives would require) is not responsible if, for
example, our discussion of a weapon like the neutron
bomb doesn't get beyond the observation that it destroys
people but not buildings. The contribution of the
churches to public discussions of arms policy will be
worthwhile when they begin to consider the alternative
deterrents possible and their costs-and cease asking
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hear better ar ment -more firmly rooted in hri tian
under tanding of human nature and what i possible
and nece ary in human hi tory-we hould al o respect
tho e who erve their neighbor by erving in government and the military. They too can be saved. And if
Bi hop Mahony ome day refuses to absolve them,
other -with less eccle iastical but better theological
authorization-will have to say to them a Elisha said
to Naaman, "Go in peace."

~=

From the Ends of the Earth
To the Ends of Heaven
The narrative order of your life
Is not the same
As the calendar of your days
From birth to this present
Malaise.
Don't you see?
It's not that Aristotle and St. Thomas
Could hear the music of the spheres
Back then
That astonishes me like a novel
By Garcia Marquez;
It's the silence of the stars,
Their notmusic, notwordsAs if the sons of the morning who sang
At the creation
Have abandoned their stalls
Like the saved at the Rapture
And left us
To the Beast, his Prophet,
And ourselves,
Tracing the triple digit
On our foreheads
All aghast for meaning.

Joe McClatchey
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Treating the Whole Person

The Church and the Ministry of Healing

Thomas A. Droege

Those interested in encouraging healing ministries
within the Christian church confront their first obstacle
in vocabulary. The u e of the term "healing" in relation
to the ministry of the church is problematic because of
the associations that so many people make when that
term is used. Some automatically think of faith-healing
and well known Pentecostal healers, like Oral Roberts,
who directed huge and influential healing revivals in
the 1940s and 1950s. Others associate the word healing
with the charismatic renewal, a movement deeply influenced by the healing revival within Pentecostalism,
and a movement which in turn has deeply influenced
all of the mainline Christian denominations in the 1960s
and 1970s.
Still others associate the term healing with medicine
and would automatically consider its use in the church
to refer to supernatural healing, while medicine facilitates natural healing. Though there is more openness
on the part of Christians to this type of spiritual healing
than there was twenty years ago, most contemporary
Christians would feel rather distant from the practice
of spiritual healing, fearful that it would lead to aberrations associated with Christian Science.
At the same time, almost every Christian recognizes
that the term healing is rich in Christian meaning. Even
a very superficial reading of the Gospels reveals how
central healing is to the ministry of Jesus. Most Christians respond warmly to the stories of Jesus' healings
and see in them evidence of his compassion and care for
people, a care that is more encompassing than just a concern about the welfare of their eternal souls.
I know of no one who is offended by those healing
accounts or would want to excise them from the Gospel
narratives. The problem with healing emerges when

we move from Jesus' mm1stry to the mm1stry of the
church today. The question is whether healing, so vital
to Jesus' ministry, has a place in the contemporary
church's ministry.
I would insist that it does if we are to be faithful to the
model of Jesus, to his commission, and to the rich tradition of healing in the history of the church. But I would
also insist that faithfulness to our heritage does not
mean ignoring the almost 2,000 years which s parate u
from Jesus' ministry, years full of new di cov ries about
health and healing. What we need i an under tanding
of healing that is broad enough to include what J u
did and what is done today by phy ician and p ychotherapists. What we need, as the ubtitle of thi
ay
indicates, is a ministry to the whole person. Th concept of "whole person" health care i broad nough to
link Jesus' healing ministry with th mod rn m aning
and practices of health and healing.
The definition of healing with which I am op rating
is "anything which contribute to th h alth and whol ness of individuals." What Je us did in hi h alin ministry would fit this definition; o al o would th pr f sional activities of phy ician and p ychoth rapi t . By
the choice of this broad d finition I do n t int nd t
ignore important and nece ary di tin tion that n d
to be made among p cialtie in h aling. I d want t
argue that nothing which contribut to th h alth and
wholeness of individual should b

Thomas A. Droege is Professor of Theology at Valparaiso
University. This essay is excerpted, with minor revisions,
from Dr. Droege s recently-completed larger work, Ministry
to the Whole Person: Eight Models of Healing Ministry
in Lutheran Congregations. Ministry to the Whole Person provides detailed case studies of congregations engaged
in varying forms of healing ministry, including wholistic
health care, charismatic healing, and preventive health care.
Copies are available from the author at Valparaiso University
for 3.50 plus postage ( 3. 75 prepaid).
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As familiar as we are with the Gospels, it often comes as a surprise to realize how prominent the
physical healings of Jesus were in a ministry that was devoted to more than the care of the soul.

advocacy in the public phere. The church' healing
ministry, on the other hand, deals with the p r onal
needs of individuals and familie in time of di tre
(physical illne
los , emotional di turbance) and in
times of challenge and new opportunity (growing old,
marriage, birth of children).
I intend in this essay to provide a brief overview of the
church's healing ministry from the time of J esu until
the present. I believe that we live in an age in which the
church is rediscovering the heritage of healing. The
purpose of this brief overview is to provide the historical basis for making that assertion by identifying some
of the factors which have contributed to the readiness
in the church for engaging in healing ministry.

II
There are more healings recorded in the first chapter
of Mark's Gospel than in all of the Old Testament, so
dominant is healing in the ministry of Jesus. The scope
of Jesus' ministry of healing is as broad as the need for
restoration to wholeness, a need he met in whatever
form it appeared. Jesus provided a model of ministry
to the whole person which can inform and inspire all
Christians who are engaged in healing, and that includes just about everybody.
As familiar as we are with the Gospels, it often comes
as a surprise to realize how prominent the physical
healings of Jesus were in a ministry that was obviously
devoted to more than the care of the soul. Fully onethird of the times that the word sodzo (the Greek word
for "save") is used in the New Testament, it is used in
reference to physical healing and needs to be translated
"to be made well." The term "salvation," which comes
from the same root as "salve," means wholeness and not
just soul health.
A good illustration of Jesus' whole person ministry
is the story of the healing of the paralytic. The man is
obviously brought to Jesus for healing, but Jesus tells
the man that his sins are forgiven. That makes the
Pharisees upset because only God can forgive sins. In
response to them, Jesus says, "Which is easier to say,
'Your sins are forgiven,' or to say, 'Rise and walk'? But
that you may know that the Son of man has authority on
earth to forgive sins-he then said to the paralytic'Rise, take up your bed and go home'" (Matt. 9:5-6).
Jesus both forgives and heals, but the two are for all
practical purposes interchangeable Where you expect
him to heal, he forgives; and where you expect him to
forgive, he heals. That is confusing to us, but only because of the sharp differentiations we make. Jesus simply heals the man, the whole man, which includes both
his sin and his illness.
A review of the healing ministry of Jesus is a good
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for on or more of th followin purpo : 1) a a reminder of in (often re ard d a puni hment for sin )
and a call to repentance, 2) a a trial of faith (e.g. Job) ,
3) as cha ti ement to ke p th per on doe to God.
Prayer for the healing of th ick ar r gularly accompanied by the qualifying phra e, "if it be Thy will."
Though there i
criptural warrant for regarding
ickness a the will of God, the account of Jesus and
his ministry to the ick do not contain the slightest suggestion that illness might be the will of God. Jesus healed
those who were sick out of compassion for them and with
the confidence that it is God's will to deliver people
from all kinds of evil, including physical and mental
illness. It is inconceivable that Jesus might have responded to someone who came to him for healing by
saying, "It is the will of God that you suffer with this
illness." Jesus did not heal every sick person whom he
encountered, but never is there the suggestion that he
thought it would be better for them to be ill rather than
whole.
On one occasion Jesus' disciples asked him whether
a man blind from birth was so afflicted because of his
sin or the sin of his parents. Jesus answered, "It was not
that this man sinned, or his parents, but that the works
of God might be made manifest in him" (John 9:3).
Illness was an occasion to show mercy, not to pass judgment. Far from accepting sickness as the will of God,
Jesus regarded his own healings as signs of God's power
breaking in upon the kingdom of evil.

Distinctions That Can Delude
That Jesus identified healing as a sign of the reign of
God which he was ushering in means that healing is of
the very essence of the gospel. Lutherans have a tendency to make sharp distinctions between the second
article of the creed, God's redemptive work, and the
first article of the creed, God's creative work. The first
article has to do with nature and the second article with
grace. The first article is concerned with the body and
its needs, the second with the soul and its eternal salvation. Medicine and its allied professions belong under
the first article and the maintenance of a created order
that is doomed for destruction. The church and its message of the gospel belong under the second article and
the salvation of our immortal souls. Neat distinctions
are ample justification for excluding healing from the
ministry of the church, but it's a far cry from what we
The Cresset

The power to heal, one~ manif~st th~ough living individuals in union with the love and power of
God, came to be associated with relics, shrines, and the church's impersonal sacramental ministry.

read in th go p 1 about the whole person ministry of
Jesus and what he ays about his healings as gospel
events.
There is no doubt about the fact that Jesus intended
his followers to continue the healing work which he had
begun. Preaching and healing are the two imperatives
in his mission mandate to both the twelve and the seventy in Luke 9 and 10. It is also clear from the book of
Acts and the hi tory of the early church that healing
was an important part of the work that was done in the
name of Jesus. There is a long tradition of works of
healing, as the writings of Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, and others show.
During the first three centuries of the Christian era
the Judeo-Christian tradition was joined to the Greek
culture to form what would become the mainstream of
Western civilization. The history of healing in the
Western world could be told in terms of the stories of
cooperation and conflict between these two great traditions. Greek medicine had its beginnings with Hippocrates in the fifth century B.C. It was a flourishing
art among the Romans in the days of early Christianity.
Its appeal to Christians grew as the healing ministry in
the church declined.
The power to heal, once manifest through living individuals in union with the love and power of God,
came to be associated with relics, sacred shrines, and the
impersonal sacramental ministry of the church. A striking example of the waning power of the church's healing ministry can be seen in the use of oil in the treatment of the sick. What was in the early days of the church
a healing rite (James 5:13-16) was transformed into a
sacramental rite for the preparation of the soul for death.
The era of Christendom began when the power of the
church was linked to the power of the empire; that era
stretched from about the fourth century to the fifteenth
century. The church increasingly became the mother
of culture during that time, including the science and
art of healing. It was not always a nurturing relationship in that many repressive measures were used to
limit the advance of medicine in such areas as surgery.
However, the monasteries radiated the Church's care
and protection for suffering humanity even in the dark
ages of Western history.
The study and practice of medicine flourished under
the Benedictines, and the founding of the Franciscan
Order in the thirteenth century was a fresh stimulus to
the care of the poor and needy and the healing of the
sick. The Crusades led to the specialization of ursing
Orders and Medical Brotherhoods. Christian hospital ,
which began very early in Christian history a an expres ion of compassion to those in need, proliferated in
the late middle ages into a huge network of institutional
care. All of this was destined to change with the b ginovember, 1982

ning of the modern era.
All of Christianity suffered an impoverishment in
healing ministry under the dual impact of the Reformation and the Enlightenment. One of the effects of the
Reformation was to break down the vast organizational
system that the church had developed for the care of the
sick. It is estimated that in England alone more than
one hundred hospitals were closed which had previously been staffed by nuns. The effect of the Enlightenment
was even more devastating, as I will show in the following paragraphs. I have chosen to narrow the focu of my
analysis to Lutheranism; however, much of what I will
say would apply to other denominations as well.

Splitting Medicine from Christianity
In the Enlightenment, scientific medicine declar d
its complete independence from the church. That
marked the beginning of a split between medicin and
Christianity that is almost a sharp today a it wa at th
beginning of the modern era. Both Chri tianity and
medicine are institutionalized and each ha it own territory within which it has complete control and pow r.
Hospitals and medical clinic ar the mo t obviou
territories of medicine with church buildin
b in
the counterpart for Chri tianity.
Clergypersons are welcom in ho pital and phy icians and nurses are welcom in chur h nly a long a
they respect the territorial ri ht of th oth r. Each ha
its own experti e in healing, m di in for th b dy and
Christianity for the oul. Each ha it wn uniqu m thods and practice, which id ally ar r p t d and upported by the oth r. Territorial di put
nl
when one u urps th pr rogativ
f th
This neat divi ion of labor work
both medicine and
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The Lutheran doctrine of the two kingdoms became the theological justification for the virtual
elimination in modern times of any institutional support for the church's healing ministry.

ity and directed toward p r onal and ocial fulfillm nt
within the order of creation. The per on of faith receives a call and lives it wherever he/ he i found in the
orders of life. By thi rea oning Luther provide the
basis for the eparation between church and tat and
a division of labor according to one' call.
The practical significance of thi for our purpo e i
that responsibility for health and healing fall under
the temporal kingdom. Physicians, nurses, therapists,
and other health professionals have a calling from God
to restore wholeness to creatures in need of healing, but
that call has no direct relationship to the mission and
ministry of the church. The secularization which followed in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries only
made the separation of the two kingdoms more complete
by removing the temporal kingdom from the rule of
God. The Lutheran doctrine of the two kingdoms became the theological justification for the virtual elimination of any institutional support for the church's healing ministry.
State institutionalization of welfare became dominant
in early Lutheranism. There were evidences of occasional acts of private Christian charity in the era of
Lutheran Orthodoxy, like dispensing free medicines
and providing the needy with coal and clothing. These
works of charity on the part of Christians became far
more extensive in the age of Pietism, due in large part
to the influence of August Herman Francke's work at
Halle. Voluntarism was the distinguishing mark of this
approach to welfare work.
Works of charity were mostly a private matter of individual Christians even when people cooperated on a
common project. It was not assumed that programs
directed toward personal and social welfare were a task
for the church. However, the institutions of mercy which
Francke established at Halle were impressive and representative of the social concern which the pietists reawakened among Lutherans.
This voluntarism reached its full flower with the
unfolding of the Inner Mission in the nineteenth century. It was Johann Hinrich Wichern who united the
scattered undertakings of individuals into a comprehensive whole called the Inner Mission. Wichern and
his followers saw the Inner Mission as an unprecedented
opportunity for a great social missionary enterprise.
The Inner Mission would be the mediating force between church and state, both of which were essential
for the health and wholeness of society. Practically, the
Inner Mission Committee was something like a council
of social agencies, a consultative body of nearly one
hundred agencies for mutual assistance and planning.
Theodore Fliedner and William Loehe made significant contributions to the Inner Mission movement.
Fliedner trained deaconesses as nurses, parish workers,
14
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in prof ion.
Lo h and hi follow r w r r p n ibl for rooting
the Inn r Mi ion d pl into th lif of th congregation. Lo he argu d p r ua iv 1 that th Inn r Mi sion
departed from a ew T tament und r tanding of the
church and it mini try and that it could a ily d generate into ctariani m and humanitariani m. The complex of in titution locat d in the mall village of euendettel au remain a living monument to Loehe and
what can be done by a congregation committed to a full
healing ministry.

Social Needs, Not Social Gospel
The voluntary character of the Inner Mission in Europe was readily adaptable to American conditions. Led
by the pioneer work of William Passavant, who founded
hospitals in Pittsburgh, Chicago, and Milwaukee, Lutherans by the beginning of the twentieth century had
established family agencies, children's homes, hospitals,
and homes for the aged. Aloof from the social gospel
and skeptical toward the rising cult of social service,
Lutherans acted to meet immediate needs. From the
Inner Mission they learned congregational responsibility for service to church and community, but they
did not respond to the call of the social gospel to address
wider social issues.
James Albers takes note of this sense of congregational responsibility in an article on the historical roots
of social concern in Lutheranism. He notes that "during
the nineteenth century the Missouri Synod generally
viewed the congregation as the primary agency for
social action. After the first quarter century, voluntary,
para-ecclesiastical institutions, such as hospitals and
orphanages, appeared to complement the work of the
congregation, but the congregation was considered primary. "1
Services included care for the poor, and providing
the sick members with necessary help, including day
and nightly nursing. In 1868 the General Synod stated:
"We would earnestly direct the attention of our congregations to the great importance not only of a pure and
large benevolence, but also to the duty and desirableness of arrangements by which systematic provision
could be made by church members for the time of sickness and want, and for widows and orphans.''2 Albers
1

James Albers, "Aspects of ocial Action in the Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod During the 19th Century ," Concordia Historical Institute Quarterly, XLV , o. 2 (May , 1972), 111.
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note that th r wa trong oppo ition to the growth of
mutual aid o i ti , _mainly because they claimed to
offer peopl th kind of caring and compassion that
ought to be identified with congregations nurtured by
the go p 1. It will b obvious to the reader that a call
for contemporary renewal of healing ministry in congregations has hi torical roots in this tradition of
nineteenth-century Lutheranism.

III
There are a number of current movements in the
church which point to a readiness on the part of Christians to recover their rich tradition of healing. The
most dramatic of these movements has been the charismatic renewal, the origins of which are to be found in
the beginnings of Pentecostalism in the early part of
this century, but which has since spread through all of
the mainline Christian denominations.
David Harrell traces the history of the healing revival from its roots in Pentecostalism. 3 He tells the
stories of the immensely popular leaders of this revival ,
giants like William Branham, Oral Roberts, Gordon
Lindsay, T. L. Osborne, as well as the small army of
lesser figures who spread through the country during
the midportion of this century with the promise of healing direct from God. Operating for the most part independently, these healers sensed hunger in the masses ,
especially the poor and uneducated, for someone to
offer them some explicit and concrete assurance of God's
love and care. It was offered in the promise of healingdirect, supernatural healing- and they came in droves.
The practice of healing which is an integral part of
the charismatic renewal has its roots in the same Pentecostal experience and theology as the independent healing revivalists. However, the shape of the healing ministry among charismatics is vastly different. Charismatic Christians in mainline denominations have, for
the most part, maintained an active church life in local
congregations and have regularly sought denominational support and guidance. Furthermore, the leading
spokesmen of this movement have attempted to interpret the charismatic healing ministry within the framework of their respective denominations' theology and
practice. 4
What is common to all those who share the experience
2
3

4
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of the Pentecostals is an emphasis on the power of the
Holy Spirit to heal through prayer. While the healing
revivalists made dramatic claims for their gifts of healing, the charismatic movement in mainline denominations operates much more quietly within the framework
of congregations. Thus the healing ministry in the
charismatic renewal goes on without much fanfare but
with considerable vitality.
The twin movements of clinical pastoral education
(CPE) and pastoral counseling have contributed greatly
to the recovery of a healing ministry within the church.
The CPE training program has not only upgraded the
hospital chaplaincy to a respected position within ho pitals, but it has provided basic training in mini tering
to the sick for thousands of seminarians and pastor .
The American Association of Pastoral Coun lors has
made a similar contribution in the development of th
specialty of pastoral counseling.

Recovering the Tradition of Healing
There are currently over 600 full-time Lutheran chaplains related to the health and h aling mini try and
approximately 150 Lutheran pastoral coun elors. That
is only the tip of the iceberg, howev r, in m a urin th
impact of these two movement in the haping f pa toral identity and an under tanding of th h aling ministry of the church. The critici m which can b dir t d
toward these two movement i th
ritici m whi h
Loehe directed again t th Inner Mi ion, that th y hav
not been do ely enough identifi d with th chur h and
could easily be ab orb d by th
cular in tituti n
within which these mini tri fun tion.
Medical Mi ions i hardly a urr nt mov m nt in
the recovery of the church' tradition of h alin it
heyday having com in th lat nin t nth and arl
twentieth centurie . It did , h w
r , pr vid a g d
model for a do e working r lati n hip b tw n m dicine and the church , the eff t f whi hi p rhap m r
apparent today than wh n M di al Mi i n wa - at it
peak. Donald Lar n all it a 'r v r in0u n " in
his intere ting tud of "H alth and II aling in th
Lutheran Church."5
Over ea mi ionari
the need of th whol
affirmation adopt d b
in 1
is Christ 's Mission to the Whal Man, th Wh
Whole World) w r \I ritt n b
h

David Harrell , All Things Are Possible (Bloomington , Ind .: Indiana
niversity Press, 19 7 5 ).
A good example of a Roman Catholic interpretation of the chari matic healing ministry can be seen in Father Francis Mac utt , Healing ( otre Dame: Ave Maria Press , 1974). A more personal account
from a Lutheran perspective can be found in Erwin Prange, Th e Gift
is Already Yours (Mi nneapolis : Bethany Fellowship, 1980 ).
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5 Donald

II Lar n. " Health and JI aling in th . Luth r · n hur h,"
Ilea/th and llealing \.lini~trv of th<' ,, hurrh , ·d . II nry 1.t·tt •rm, nn
( h1cago Wheat Rid Foundation , l' 80 ).
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in Europe and Am rica for a mor dir t in ol m nt
on the part of congr ation in carryin on a h alin
mini try. The ending churche ne ded to rec i
a
me age as well a to end one.
E. Th odor Bachmann put it: ' lengthening per p ctive di do e that
God may ha e be n u ing the young Chri tian in di tant fields to prepare a me sage who e full import i
only now becoming apparent for a ecularized Chri tendom."6
Finally, the wholistic health movement has profoundly influenced the church's understanding of it
healing ministry. The influence is apparent in a readi-

6 E. Theodor

Bachmann. "Th
hurch and th Ri
ci ty ." The Lutheran Hen·tage, vol. II f hn· tian ocial R e ponsibility, ed . Harold . Lett (Philad lphia : Muhl nb r Pr
p. 135 .

The spirit of my america

With breathing mud-grease snaking up, down, up my flesh,
I squirm, writhe, wriggle (a naked
embryo wrenching) up onto the browning
down-slope of the unpredictable fourth green and I cannot screech ... gotta too parched throat,
vacuumed dry of that sweet moisture
which had traditionally drenched tooth, tonsil, and tongue ...
but now, although the silver mist settles teasing beads
which whisper: "clean, clean, we wash you clean,"
when I rub these playing kittens over my serpentine skin,
they merely shellac my profane and twisting corpse
an evangelical shade of black.
So I roll onto my back; my eyes roll toward
a white, white cloud staring angrily-compassionately at me.
Lord! it might hose down some paining, acidic rain.
Sweating dear-brown tears, I slither
beneath my electric golf cart ... for protection, I guess.
But oh, how this automated, three-piece gallery sways
and sways and chants
their pre-recorded cheers . ..
and oh, how often do I join in their tritening tune, singing:
"Spirit-cleansed, I shall be someday,
0 joy, 0 bliss, 0 happy dayAs I walk along this pilgrim way.
If not in this life ... bla-blah, bla-blay."
Look! even while I speak, this muddied embryo
has decided to slink on over the green-brown
to the fifth tee,
giggling as he paints his putrid prayer
and laughing quite hysterically as he flips off
the fat, fat, star-spangled, sport-jacketed gallery.
Hmm, uh, Mr. Grease-boy, is that a bulge I see
in the tummy of your Etonic golfwear?
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From
The
Chapel
A Sermon for
The Freshman Class

Norman E. Nagel

The Jews then murmured at him,
because he said, "/ am the bread
which came down from heaven. " They
said, "Is not this Jesus, the son
of Joseph, whose father and mother
we know? How does he now say, '/
have come down from heaven'?" Jesus
answered them, "Do not murmur among
yourselves. No one can come to me
unless the Father who sent me draws
him; and I will raise him up at the
last day . .. . This is the bread
which comes down from heaven, that
a man may eat of it and not die. I
am the living bread which came down
from heaven; if any one eats of this
bread, he will live for ever; and
the bread which I shall give for the
life of the world is my flesh.,,
John 6:41 -44, 50-51

IN I
Murmuring is not like anything that this day is for
here at Valpo: incoming Freshmen, the class of '86.
Look around you and be glad for all that is gathered
here this morning with all the promise of your Valpo
years. Or are you afraid to let your heart open wide to
embrace it all? Too good to be true? Shrewder, perhaps,
not to let your hopes rise too high as a defense against
disappointment. Those who are sure they'll be disappointed will be. There's always plenty to be disappointed
about. Unemployment. Who needs you? The mood of
the American people, some say, is that things are bound
to get worse. Next year will be worse than this year.
Pessimism pervades the land and pessimi m i very
good at murmuring.
The trouble is that when people murmur you can't
understand what they are saying. You can't really get
at what it is that they are murmuring about. You get
the general impression that things ar om how going
wrong, and murmuring oozes around a darkening di gruntlement.

News Too Good to be True?
There's murmuring in today' Go p 1.
spoken the staggering word .

J

u had ju t

I am the bread of life; he who com to me hall n t hung r . and h
who believes in me shall never thir t.

Could this be true ? If only that w r tru , but it ant b ,
it's too good to be tru e, to b Ii v that would b t I t
yourself in for a deva tating di app intm nt. W kn w
hunger, we know thir t; th y ar f r r al and th '11 b
as real tomorrow and tomorrow,
To the last yllable of r corded tim .
And all our ye terday have light d fool
The way to du ty death
Life's but a walking hadow a poor play r
That truts and fret hi h ur upon th tag
And then i heard no mor it 1 a tal
Told by an idiot. full of sound and fury ,
Signifying nothing

Exp ct noth ing and u ar
Yet ther i in our bon

Norman E. Nagel is University Preacher and
D ean of the Chapel of the Resurrection at
Valparaiso University. He holds the B.A .
degree from Adelaide, the M.Div. from Concordia
Theolog£cal Seminary, St. Louis, and the
Ph.D. from Cambridge. This sermon was
preached on Pentecost XII, August 22, 1982,
the ffrst Sunday after the freshman students
gathered on the University campus.
November, 1982
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In God's love there is no place for fear, for mumbling and for murmuring. "University under
the cross" is proclamation of that freedom from fear, the foundation too of our academic freedom.

who e father and mother we know? We know, and
what we know i the ordinary· we know how thin
o
and he's a up to hi neck in the ordinary a the re t of
u , and the ought to ubmerge him with their murmuring.

In uh 1
pr lamati
t o of our
not fac

But Jesus is not so readily submergible. He has a
hold, a reference point, stronger than the grip of the
grim realism of the ordinary. He speaks of his Father.
It is from hi Father that he knows who he is and what
he's for, the Father who sent him. The goodness and
generosity of the Father is known by the Son. In that
confidence he says that the Father draws us to the Son.
There is God for us in all his multifarious goodness.

omethin more than a d ad a o it wa v ry bad
form for und r raduat to utt r a cl ar ompl te, and
coherent ntence. Hard work for a univ r ity then for
the chief bu ine of a univ r it i thinking and aying
thing traight and clear.
pad i a pade, and a rose
is a rose.

Everyone who has heard and learned from the Father comes to me.

Honesty as a Four-Letter Word
What God is like is there for us in Jesus, and the staggering things he says are not lies or counterfeit. His life
is in them. They are for real, as real as Calvary. That is
the clinching point of today's Gospel, the clinching
point of the Good News, that God is Father for us because and as surely as the Son died for us on the cross,
giving his flesh for the life of the world.
So what is the world? Not how the world defines itself, or as it is defined by the cool cats that emerge from .
the high school undergrowth, but as Jesus defines it.
The world is that for which Jesus gave himself. So great
was the love of the Father for the world that he gave his
only begotten Son, that whoever believes in him should
not perish but have everlasting life.
Believing is spoken of in today's Gospel as eating.
Jesus said, "I AM the bread of life," and goes on to speak
of himself as the living bread.
If any one eats of this bread he will live for ever; and the bread
which I shall give for the life of the world is my flesh .

That is the size of the confidence and expectation
with which you begin your Valpo days, not with dull
and fearful apprehensions that mumble and murmur,
but with clear, strong, and sure words of Jesus, as sure
as Calvary for you and for the world.
University is a place for better coming to know the
world and all that is in it, engaging, searching, probing,
learning, and as Jesus is alive in you, loving it along
with him. What you see through a microscope, what
music opens up for you, is part of the world he loves so
much and gave himself for. With him you love/live it
too, all the pieces drawn together in that love. The ugly
and putrid pieces too, his redeeming love reaches to
them too, reaches to them too through you.
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A part of the cult of inarticulateness was revulsion at
deceit and lick double-speak. Honesty was top virtue,
but that wa cankered by a perverse disillusionment.
Nobody is going to sell me nothing. If you write it all
off as a bucket of ashes, then nobody can deceive you
any more and the excremental four-letter word became
the term of ultimate and authentic honesty. But Jesus
was not thereby submerged. The more that deceit and
slick double-speak are recognized, the more he comes
through as a straight shooter. He says it like it is. Not
out to get you, to wangle you. He's just there for you.
Very unordinary.
Telling of the Father, the Father who sent him, he
goes to the cross, gives his flesh for the life of the world.
The world means so much for him, each precious piece,
each precious person.
You, too, now at Valpo, on the threshold of doors
opening into fields to explore, to engage, to love. To
love is to be there for, a whole rich range of things, of
ideas, of data, of people, for you to be there for. For you
to be there for for them, not they for you, for that would
dead-center you, and make yourself the measure, the
what that there can't be more than, defined and limited
by what you know so far, limited by where you come
from. Your father is known, your mother is known, so
you are just another Galilean too. What's accountable
for by your being just another Galilean, another
Hoosier, is the known ordinary; you can hug that about
yourself and allow nothing more through. That is sort
of safe, deadly safe, deadly boring safe.
But Jesus was born in Bethlehem, House of Bread.
There's ordinary bread such as was eaten by the fathers
in the wilderness and they died, and then there's BethThe Cresset

"In thy light do we see light." Don't be
afraid of the light, it is all around you.

lehem br ad bak d by the fi re of the Spirit in the womb
of Mary. he gave him fle h in Bethlehem , and today
he bid u eat that bread , hi giving himself into us, to
live in u , hi lif in u and his way of living is the way
of loving: open en gaging, embracing, delighting in ,
sharing, growing, truth telling, and each day more
beyond ye terday' ordinary. In the way of Jesus always
more, no limit, unlimited/eternal life, now ahead here
at Valpo.

The Chapel of the Living Bread
The chapel the bread house, our Bethlehem ; house
of living bread, Chapel of the Resurrection. "Taste and
see that the Lord is good. " Come eat your fill , there's
always plenty and to spare. Last Sunday's sermon spoke
of the extra twelve baskets full of the still more food , the
food the twelve apostles were to carry on to still others
as they carried Jesus in their words that proclaimed him.
And you are baskets too, to be filled with bread, ordinary bread and living bread, and then even ordinary
bread is no longer ordinary, not when it is given out
from the hands of Jesus. He has in mind to give you out
too, ordinary you, but ordinary you no longer ordinary
when nourished and enlivened by him, for him to love
the world with.
Jesus speaks of our being drawn for that is the winning way of love, which does not compel. Ordinarily
there are lots of compulsions about. You can find enslaving things in this university that may dull you , disperse you , or even destroy you, if you do not see and
think and say them straight and clear. If you find yourself mumbling or murmuring stop and have a hard
think. There are those around to help you. Do not cling
to your murmuring and protect it from investigation ,
nor as a protection against Christ for fear that he may
be too much. Of course he is too much, and it does seem
safer to limit yourself to small occasional slices, and
keep out any more with murmuring. But he is not so
readily submergible. His light gets through the darkest
murmuring. "In thy light do we see light. " Don't be
afraid of the light, it is all around you , and baskets of
bread. See and eat, and so be alive and moving and
growing. The size of you is not you , but what he gives
into you, the living bread. Have a lively time then at
Valpo and beyond Valpo. Lots of Jesus, lots of life.

Samson's Revenge: A Rebus for Critics

Out of the eater came forth sweets, he said,
Remembering the image of the lion he had killed
And left by the side of the path
T o give way
T o flies and maggots and bees.
What a sight, he thought,
Only the bones remained,
Covered by the lion coat,
With the head grinning blind
And staring past all the decon truction
At nothing in particul ar.
But no one took his meaning
Or even guessed the riddle,
His metaphor for Philistines.
Out of the reader have come forth reading ,
But this onanistical hermeneutic,
Dash it all ,
Casts clouds over criticism
And raises like Haman,
A gallows for itself.
Some trick! And yet
In all this world,
Ready-made, it seem , for po itivi t ,
I meet my future in every writt n lin
Line upon line,
Line upon line (quoth the proph t),
Word after word,
Awaiting the divine fterWord
Like the trepid helm man on th pirat r w
T hat kidnapped Diony u unawar
Who saw and kn w what h f ar d h aw
And begged hi captain to rel a th g d
Before he turned them all int d lphin ,
Or wore.
Well. Let the read r , R ad r ,
Like St. John, and ta t it w
If bitter in hi toma h ·
For death wa wonnw d in th Ii n ' m uth
But hon y in hi car a .

Joe Mcclatchey

I AM the living bread which came down from heaven ; if any one eats
of thi s bread , he will live for ever ; a nd the bread which I shall give
for the life of the world is my fl esh .

Arise and eat, or the journey may be too great for you .

••
••
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Shame On You

Two Contemporary Plays
Recall an Ancient Passion
John Steven Paul
One of the many things the ancient Athenian dramatists have
taught their successors is that a
single human motive provides ample force to drive the action of a
play. Characters obsessed with a
single passion cut their paths
through the tragedies, trashing human beings, deities, oracles, laws,
ideas, and their own lives along the
way.
One by one, the Greek tragedies
offer a compendium of human passions. Agamemnon-revenge, Prometheus Bound- independence, Oedipus Tyrannos-pride, Medea-jealousy, Hippolytus-purity, Philoctetes-loneliness, Ajax-shame. The
purer and more intense these motives are, the more spectacular are
the points of dramatic conflict.
The story of Ajax is worth retelling: it is Sophocles, after all, yet the
play is little remembered and less
often revived. At the death of Achilles, the Greek heroes awarded his
armor to Odysseus, the man they
determined to be the most valorous

John Steven Paul teaches Speech and
Drama at Valparaiso University and
serves as regular Theatre critic for The
Cresset.
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Two current productions focus on the origins,
manifestations, and consequences of human shame.
of their numb r.
f It hi own
valor d mean d b
d i ion and
ought to kill
amemnon and
Menelau the lead r of th Gr k
army in their le p. Godd
thena thwarted jax plan b afflicting him with madne . Th inane hero wreaked hi havoc, not
among the Argive , but among
their animal herd .
Sophocles begin hi dramatization on the morning after. The dark
night of Ajax's madness has left him
in the dawning light alone with the
memories of his ignominious actions. In his episode of pique, Ajax
has cloaked himself with shame.
Nothing can lessen the shame he
feels nor sway the hero from his intention to free himself by suicide.
Despite an eloquent entreaty from
the mother of his son, Ajax goes off
to fall upon his sword. The remainder of the tragedy treats the burial
of Ajax's body and the rehabilitation
of his memory.
It is arguable that all true tragedies end on a note of shame: the
favored fall and look back at the
heights in disgrace and dishonor.
Yet Ajax stands apart from the others
in that the central character proceeds from a state of shame. Sophocles' point of attack is actually beyond
the climax of the Ajax story; the action unfolds in the denouement. So
much the better to dramatize the
sense of shame, a passion ex post
facto.
Two plays on stage in New York
this season are descendants of the
Ajax in that they focus on the origins,
manifestations, and consequences
of human shame. The first, A Soldier's Play, written by Charles Fuller
and produced by the Negro Ensemble Company, won the 1982
Pulitzer Prize. Fuller begins with
the shooting murder (real gunshots
in a small dark theatre!) of a black
Tech/Sergeant at Fort Neal, Louisiana in 1944. The form is traditional
whodunnit.
Tech/Sergeant Vernon C. Waters

ar
miliar with th bi try of crackers
and th Klan. Wh n Wat r i killed,
th oldi r draw th natural concl u ion that h ran afoul of th local
rac -bait r . But th Army, at the
urging of th
AACP, i not atisfied with th natural conclu ion and
order an inv tigation of the incident. As igned to the investigation
i a black Army lawyer, Captain
Davenport. The company commander, a white captain named Taylor,
is distres ed that the first black officer he ha ever seen will be conducting an inquest on his turf (shades of
In the Heat of the Night). Paradoxically, the military setting intensifies the ever-present condescension
of white man to black man while it
emphasizes the military ideal of
equality within the same rank.
Shortly after he begins his inquest, Davenport learns that the
bullets taken from the victim's body
were army-issue. Local whites are
now eliminated from suspicion, and
the lawyer turns his attention to military personnel. Two white officers
were seen fighting with Waters the
night he was killed. Their known
contempt for blacks makes these
officers prime suspects, but their
alibis prove unimpeachable. Then
Davenport's inquiry enters the soldiers' barracks.
Through a series of interviews
accompanied by scenes in flashback, Davenport and the audience
learn what life was like for the black
platoon at Fort Neal. The soldiers
spent most of their time waiting to
see action in World War II's European theatre. While they waited ,
they drilled, served on various work
details, and played baseball. The
team won so many intra-service contests that there was talk of an exhibition game with the Yankees. If
life on the diamond was sweet, life
in the barracks was sour. Relations
The Cresset

A Soldier's Play is played too near the audience to maintain the theatrical
illusion: too often the mechanics of realism are detectable through its cracks.
betw en T hi
his m n w r
cipline ma ked of m anne s and his
communication b poke contempt.
Water tr at d the outhern soldiers e pecially har hly: badgered
them, baited them derided them,
and demeaned them in front of their
fellows. Except for one, C.J. Memphis, perhaps the most naturally
attractive and least sophisticated of
the platoon, Waters treated his men
as niggers. Memphis, a southern
farm boy, a superb baseball player,
and a blues guitarist, had apparently elicited a paternalistic feeling
from his sergeant, and the young
man felt affection for the older man
as well. Eventually, Waters applied
his inexplicably hateful "training"
methods to C.J. as well. The sergeant framed the soldier as the perpetrator in a shooting incident and
had the young man thrown into the
stockade. Solitary confinement was
too much for the sensitive C.J., who
killed himself in his cell.
In the interrogations and flashbacks Charles Fuller paints a portrait of his now-deceased Tech/Sergeant Waters. A lighter-skinned
northerner from New Jersey, Waters
learned to be obsequious from his
father (My Daddy said, "Don't talk
like dis'-talk like that!" "Don't live
hea' - live there!") and learned to
be ashamed of his race in World War
I. From the outside, the Army
seemed to him the quickest way to
success in a white world. Once in the
Army, Waters recognized the army
for what it was, a racist institution
in which blacks were to walk some
paces behind their white superiors,
eyes properly focused on the parade
ground.
Vernon C. Waters, unable to bear
the burden of his shame silently,
unburdened himself at the expense
of those whom he believed to be responsible for perpetuating his
shame. He accused the southerners
-those whose personalities, language, and characteristic responses
J
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had been shaped by life in the southern United States-of inhibiting
the progress of the race. In his fury,
Waters dealt with his men as links
in a chain gang. When two of the
soldiers came upon him on a night
when he was drunk and disoriented,
they shot and killed him.
A Soldier's Play overwhelms the
little Theatre Four on West 55th
Street. Even a generalized open setting of doorways and platforms can
not counteract the tendency of the
tiny stage to constrict this drama of
big men in intense physical conflict.
The richly detailed interaction of
soldiers in an army camp is played
too near the audience to maintain
the theatrical illusion: too often
the mechanics of realism are detectable through its cracks. Undetectable is the rationale behind the
choice of which realistic details to
include and which to do withoutreal gunshots, for example, but no
blood.
Nor is Fuller's whodunnit form
seamless. The playwright occasionally unveils bits of evidence a if
out of a magician's hat and incorrectly assumes knowledge of prior
developments. Captain Davenport
serves in the role of the narrator a
device that telescopes time, but al o
absolves Fuller of his responsibility
as a mystery writer to proceed from
clue to clue until the culprit is exposed.
In spite of its highly conventional
form and problematic production,
A Soldier's Play's arresting premi e
compels attention. In the context of
a racially polarized Army ha ed in
the racially polarized South, two
black men murder another black.
By the end of the play, the murd r
no longer seems a hocking ab rration, but rather an almo t in vitabl
result of Tech/ ergeant
at r
fanatical goading of hi m n. Lik
Ajax, Waters is driven by the ham
of his reaction to tho e who lord it
over him . And what ham hath
wrought is terrible, but fa cinatin

to see.
'MA STER HAROLD ' . .. and the
boys is about shame as well, but it is
more complex, more thoughtful,
and more graceful than A Soldier's
Play. "Graceful" is an appropriate
adjective for Athol Fugard's drama
whose central metaphor is ballroom
dancing. The drama takes place in
Port Elizabeth, South Africa, in 1950.
The setting is a tearoom owned by
whites but tended, mended, and
swept by blacks. Two trong and
manly figures, Sam and Willie,
serve as waiter and custodian.
Theirs is undoubtedly a spare existence if not a mean one. Their pirits
are presently airborne by thought
of the upcoming ballroom dancing
contest. They will both participat Sam is a past ma ter- and they
spend their spare moments gliding
round the tearoom' tile in arne t
rehearsal.
To th tearoom come the drama'
third charact r, Hallie, on of th
owners and a niveling cone it d
little whelp who top in on hi way
home from chool. Th

mother and th
hou .
on da
had mad

ht

m th
f thi
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In 'MASTER HAROLD' . .. and the boys, the march toward racial polarization
is inexorable: from hurt, to thoughtlessness, to joke, to insult, to mockery.
rail at hi mother again t th po ibility that hi father would com
home and then he hang up. In the
ub equent dialogue, the hadowy
figure of the hated father emerge
from Hallie's memory.
brutal
man, a drunk and a vocal upporter
of racial egregation and white dominance, the father ha been inclined
to public cenes of drunken and disorderly behavior and private scene
of dome tic tyranny. The on ha
anguished under the hand of his
father. At the thought of his retµming home, Hallie is awash in a wave
of hatred, guilt, and shame.
But talk of school, teaching, and
learning continues and Hallie casts
about for the subject of his next
composition. The boy has been
assigned to write about a cultural
phenomenon. Nothing suits him,
including Sam's suggestion that he
compose on the subject of the ballroom dance contest. Hallie expresses his contempt for this primitive
entertainment. Then it strikes him:
a primitive cultural event is a cultural event still. He prods Sam and
Willie for information about the
procedure, structure, judging, and
scoring in the contest. The prospective contestants are pleased to tell
the boy all the details of the final
level of competition. Their combined excitement grows, until:
"How many points are deducted for
collisions on the dance floor?" Hallie asks. Sam looks at him, amused
at the boy's naivete.
There are no collisions in the final
round, Sam explains. The advanced
skill of the dancers eliminates the
possibility of one person bumping
into another. In a shared insight,
the characters perceive the ballroom
dancing finals as an aesthetic vision
of a better world. They develop the
idea further: graceful people, graceful groups of people, graceful nations interacting in such perfectly
patterned fluidity that collisions on
the dance floor of the earth need
never occur. The nited Nations,
22

laim Halli in a flu h of
World War II optimi m i r all a
dancing h ol for orld politi ian .
The t lephon
rin
Halli
mother inform h r
n that hi
father i at home and want to p ak
with him. The bo prote t but hi
father get on th line. Th con ration i labored and brief. Wh n he
hangs up Hallie' mood chan e
from light to dark a if th telephon
were an electric witch. He tear
himself away from the telephone
and cries out to Sam that his beautiful vision of the world a a ballroom
dance fail to take into account the
paralytics and the cripples in the
population and is, therefore, worthless.
As Tech/Sergeant Waters was unable to bear his shame alone, so
Hallie must seek to throw off his
feelings or drown in them. Not surprisingly, the white boy harnesses
the black men as his beasts of burden. Hallie begins the unburdening
process by quashing his feelings in a
childish bravura defense of the old
man. When Sam tests Hallie, the
boy snaps back that he and his father
are on fine terms, indeed see eye to
eye on most issues-including racial
issues. Fugard has made us witness
to the origin of large-scale racial
bigotry in a moment of small-scale
carelessness. "Be careful," Sam
warns Hallie.
Hallie does not want to be careful.
He is wet with hatred and shame,
and Sam and Willie are convenient
sponges who will absorb the excess.
The boy archly lectures the men
about the dangers of race mixing.
His father has warned him of getting too close to them and Hallie feels
that it is time for them to call him
"Master Harold." Again Sam warns
about going too far. Hallie continue . He and his father share a joke
now and again: "What is not fair?"
Answer: "A nigger' ass." When Sam
and Willie don't laugh, Hallie explains to them that the word fair is
u ed as a pun. "Have you ever seen

ward racial p larization i in xorable. Wh n am tum hi face to
Halli , th boy pit in it. In another
mom nt Ma t r Harold prepares
to 1 a e th boy to their work. Sam
earn stly ugge ts they forget the
day' event and return to their
former friend hip. Hallie with a
ob, leave the tearoom.
The spit has been pa ed, as it
were, from Hallie' father to Hallie.
When the boy couldn't spit it back
into his father's face, he spit it into
Sam's. Human beings do not wear
shame easily; they seek to be rid of
it. Unlike Ajax who purged himself
with the dirtof his own grave, Waters
and Hallie thrust their shame into
the faces of others and the consequences are enormous. In A Soldier's Play, the transfer of shame results in a murder; in 'MASTER HAROLD' . .. and the boys, we see in that
transfer a microcosm of a racially
polarized society.
It is rare, given the deadline
schedule of this journal, that I am
able to recommend productions to
my readers. Both of these plays,
however, appear destined for long
runs in New York and national
tours. See A Soldier's Play if you're
interested in Fuller's notion and you
like to monitor the judgment of the
Pulitzer Prize committee. Don't miss
'MASTER HAROLD' . . . and the
boys. Fugard's insight into the genesis of racial hatred is keen and his
play moving. Receive also this caveat: The shame of Tech/Sergeant
Waters and Hallie invites a shaming, shaking finger from those of us
who sit smugly in the audience. Yet
the problems of these characters are
American problems our problems.
ot " hame on you " then, but
'shame on u ."
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With a History

Review Essay
Walter E. Keller

Lutheran Worship
Prepared by the Commission on Worship
of The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod.
St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House.
1005 pp. $10.00.

Lutheran Worship (LW) is the
new official hymnal of the Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod. To assess
its significance is to revisit the 1970s,
a painful decade in the history of
American Lutheranism. In 1978 the
Lutheran Book of Worship (LBW) appeared, the fruit of a thirteen-year
effort to unite all Lutherans in North
America around a common, revised
worship and liturgy. In 1977 the
LC-MS withdrew from the common
project and in 1979 authorized the
publication of its own hymnal. LW
is the result.
LW grows in part out of this more
conservative Lutheran body's reluctance to part with elements of its
treasured services and hymnody in
the compromises necessary to produce a common Lutheran book of
worship. But the principal stated

Walter E. Keller is Professor of Theology at Valparaiso University and Book
Review Editor of The Cresset. He is
a graduate of Concordia Theological
Seminary, St. Louis, and received his
Ph.D. from Cambridge.
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Lutheran Worship has to be seen in the context
of its history and in its own right as a hymnal.
reason for publishing its own hymnal was what it fervently believed to
be the number of serious theological defects in the LBW, and consequently also its distaste for church
fellowship, or intercommunion,
with the other participating Lutheran bodies. LW therefore reflects a
double desire of the LC-MS: on the
one hand, to retain a more generous
share than the LBW had allowed of
the forty-year worship tradition incorporated in its current book, The
Lutheran Hymnal (TLH), while, on
the other hand, to avail itself also of
the admitted merits of the LBW,
albeit with necessary doctrinal
cleansings.
At first glance LW does invite
comparison with the LBW. The
casual observer will scarcely notice
the difference between the two,
except that the green cover of the
LBW is replaced by the blue of LW,
and that each has its own logo. But
their size is the same, as are their
format and layout. A look at the content of the book invites the additional comparison also with TLH, for
there it becomes evident that LW
incorporates not only what is new
but also much of what is old.
LW retains the old order of service from TLH, both with and without Holy Communion, in what it
chooses to call the Divine ervice I.
Changes are minimal and not ubstantial. Any congregation which
uses Divine Service I will hardl
notice it has made a transition to a
new hymnal, apart from light, and
therefore initially annoying, rhythmic alterations in the Gloria, th
Sanctus, and the Agnu D i, and
new musical etting for om congregational re pon e and th
un
Dimittis.
In what it calls Divine
LW offers two of the LBW' th
different mu ical etting of th
der of the Holy Communion.
tructural difference h r ar minimal, but they do ignal om
f th
doctrinal nuance and litur i al

preferences of the LC-MS. So, for
example, whereas the LBW provides
an optional Order for Con£ession
and Forgivenes prior to the order
of the Holy Communion, LW includes it within the order of Divine
Service II. LW deletes th Offertory
Prayer, and it declines to call the
Eucharistic liturgy th
Gr at
Thanksgiving.
LW includes veral f atur not
found in the LBW, which many will
find to b welcom additional r sources for wor hip. Divine
rv1
III preserv s the traditi n f Luther' German Ma
in whi h
hymns r place the traditi nal liturgical texts. The Matins and
p r
of TLH a w II a th M rnin and
f th

alu

a, a
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It may well be that at some critical junctures LBW and LW embody two sides
of an antinomy, neither one of which can live truthfully without the other.
side of an antinom , n ither on
of which can live truthfully without
the other.
A a ca e in point, con ider the
opening tatement of the formula
for the confession of ins in the LBW:
"Mo t merciful God, we confe that
we are in bondage to sin and cannot
free ourselves." uch a tatement
reflects the Pauline concept of sin
as an external, ruling power which
holds humankind in its dominion.
Such a recognition is accompanied
by the acknowledgement of our impotence to overthrow the tyrant.
Our personal culpability is then
confessed in the following sentence:
"we have sinned against you. . . ."
LW's version prefaces the confession of personal culpability with a
sentence drawn from the older order in TLH: "Most merciful God,
we confess that we are by nature sinful and unclean." Such a statement
substitutes for the Pauline concept
the traditional Augustinian/Lutheran notion of original sin as the
source of actual sin. Whether that
be a gain will remain a moot point.
But the tradition preserved in LW
which trains the penitent to speak of
being by nature sinful and unclean
runs the danger of being misunderstood as teaching that human beings
are essentially evil, an aberration
the Lutheran Formula of Concord is
at some pains concerned to refute
in Article I, where sinfulness is
assigned not to the substance but to
the accidents of human nature.
Another index of this antinomy
are some of the prayers in the LBW
(p. 42££.) which LW either revised
or replaced. Typical of many prayers in the LBW is #181 for The Poor
and The Neglected: "Almighty and
most merciful God, we call to mind
before you all those whom it would
be easy to forget: the homeless, the
destitute, the sick, the aged, and all
who have none to care for them.
Help us to heal those who are broken
in body or spirit, and to turn their
sorrow into joy. Grant this, Father,
24

for
for th lo
our ake b
our Lord.'
1 ad it u r to pra not nl
the need but al o for the pra in
communit to rv a th human
agent of the di in bl
hi
encourage a Chri tian n
ocation to pray and to do good work .
By way of contra t LW ub titute
for thi prayer it own # 11 for The
Afflicted and Distre ed: ' lmight
and everlasting God, the con olation
of the orrowful and the trength of
the weak, may the prayers of tho e
who in any tribulation or di tre s
cry to you gracious! y come before
you, so that in all their nece ities
they may mark and receive your
manifold help and comfort; through
Jesus Christ our Lord." The ab ence
of any reference to the praying community as the agent of the desired
divine blessing is typical of the
prayers of LW. Obviously in some
final sense every good and perfect
gift comes down from above, but it is
difficult to see how the LBW's inclusion of the praying Church as
agent represents a theological defect of such a nature that its exclusion constitutes an improvement.
Indeed the latter is open to St.
James' censure of those who bless the

p

the

rawn from the
what may be
ba i
lo i al antinomy in
ont mp rary m ri an Lutherani m. Th LBW includ th cla sic
pra r for th Chur h: "Graciou
ather w pra for your holy catholic Church. Fill it with all truth and
p ace. Wh r it i corrupt, purify it;
where it i in error, direct it; where
in anything it i ami , reform it;
wh re it i right, trengthen it; where
it i in need, provide for it; where it
is divided, reunite it; for the sake of
Jesus Christ your Son our Savior."
LW deletes this prayer on the
grounds that the Church is essentially one; therefore it cannot, properly speaking, be divided. The divisions among Christians occur in the
visible, not in the invisible, church,
where, moreover, they may well be
justified.
Hence LW substitutes a prayer
for Unity of Faith: "O God, whose
infinite love restores to the right
way those who err, gathers the scattered, and preserves those whom
you have gathered, of your tender
mercy pour out on your Christian
people the grace of unity that, all
schisms being healed, your flock,
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gather d t th tru
h epherd of
your Church may rv you in all
faithfulne ; throu h J u Chri t,
our Lord." Thi pray r i not as
comprehen iv . Yet it doe a k for
unity, not for the Church , but for all
Christian people who are be et by
error and chism. Thi reflects the
LC-MS di tinction in its doctrine of
the Church between the unity of the
Church and concordia (harmony) in
the Church. The former is a given,
the latter a still unrealized goal. If
the prayer for the Church in the
LBW reflects a defective theology,
a point most Lutherans will vigorously deny, then the substitution of
the prayer in L W is open to the suspicion that the LC-MS with its doctrinal accusations against fellow Lutherans excludes itself from among
the intended beneficiaries of that
petition.

LW represents the spirit
of the Reformation; LBW
ref leets more of current
Lutheran-Catholic dialog.
The most sensitive liturgical issue
among Lutherans is the propriety
of the Great Thanksgiving. In revising the Communion liturgy of the
LBW, LW deletes the Eucharistic
Prayer which incorporates the
Words of Institution. It does so on
the grounds that the Words of Institution are not, properly speaking,
our prayerful words to God, but are
God's proclamatory words to us.
Furthermore, LW declines to use
the language of Eucharist and
thanksgiving because it detracts
from the conception of the Lord's
Supper as conferring the forgiveness
of sins. And finally, LW eliminates
any invocation of the Holy Spirit
upon the communicants for faithful
and fruitful reception of Christ's
body and blood.
It is easy to see how these alterations represent preferred postures
of piety; it is more difficult to underland how they remedy defective
ovember, 1982

theology. And the difficulty increases once it is noted that LW's
objections are anticipated in two of
the three options the LBW provides
for the communion liturgy. Only
one of the three options incorporates the Words of Institution and the
invocation of the Holy Spirit in a
Eucharistic Prayer. The other two
do not.
It is fair to say that the communion liturgy of LW exhibits more the
deep and lingering trauma in Lutheranism over the break with Rome
in the days of the Reformation ,
whereas the LBW breathes more the
contemporary ecumenical sp1nt
documented in the great accord
reached by the Lutheran/Catholic
bilateral dialogs in this country,
particularly on the doctrine of the
Lord's Supper. Hence it would be
well to lay to rest the more inflammatory, polemical language of defective theology, in favor of a more
restrained and sober theological
analysis of recurring tensions and
complementary intentions.
The most annoying revision LW
makes is in the text of the Lord's
Prayer. The LBW offers the choice
between the traditional wording
and that of the International Commission on English Texts. Although
LW also offers the choice, it idiosyncratically places the traditional
wording for the Sixth Petition into
the ICET version, retaining "Lead
us not into temptation " and elim inating "Save us from the tim of
trial."
On the whole, given a de ire to
modernize worship, a de ire by no
means universally shared L r presents a significant advanc o r
TLH. The advance , how v r , ar
drawn largely from the LB
whi h
the LC-MS originally help d to pr
duce, and from which it finall withdrew. LW document that ambi alence. It i therefor n ith r a bad
as it vociferou detra tor
uld
allege, nor a gr at a it nthu ia tic upporter would maintain .
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Literature of
The Shrubbery

Review Essay
Jill Baumgaertner

Me Again: Uncollected
Writings of Stevie Smith
Ed. Jack Barbara and William McBrien.
New York: Farrar Straus Giroux. 360 pp.
$15.95.
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I don't remember anything of what I read in Thoreau as a ten-year-old-just
that I read in secret a piece of what I considered sacred, adult literature.
more remot com r of m mind,
my own r membran - f-a-thin pa t crept timidly forward.
I wa in the fifth grad and m
mother wa readin a thick book (a
white paperback " ith red letterin )
entitled Thoreau. I don t rememb r
di cu ing the book with her but I
imagine that ince we were living
out ide Bo ton (oh brief and wonderful year!) Thoreau' name may
have popped up ometime. Mayb
we even vi ited alden. ( o memory of that, but plenty of th scarehouse at orum beg a Park.) For
whatever reason, I felt that this book
was Important and Serious. I knew
that if I read it, I would enter Understanding.
So I read it. Part of the excitement
was doing it in secret. My mother
would never have denied me any
book. For that my friends envied
me. And the librarians probably
occasionally raised their eyebrows
at my reading selections, but Mother
felt that books were as good for me
as her whole wheat cakes. I had no
reading restrictions. But still I kept
Thoreau a secret. I would snatch it
while Mom was clipping chives or
feeding the squirrel who scratched
at the back door for food, or chatting
with our neighbor Nellie who put
on her potatoes every afternoon at
4:30. I would take the book into the
shrubbery where my sister and I had
discovered a ring of clearing, hidden and deep. And I would read. I
don't remember anything of what
I read-just that I read in secret a
piece of what I considered sacred,
adult literature. As the words tumbled into and then right out of my
brain, I felt I had seized the magic
of adult thought. I had entered a
world which ordinarily excluded
children.
Now when my ten-year-old daughter Anna occasionally fingers War
and Peace, I know what she's thinking. My student read Prou t and I
applaud that desire to enter forbidding literary territory, to wrap his
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mind ar und a iffi ult b ut
tap th ma i r t.
udd n knm 1 d
did n t 1 ap
hild-blind d

plun
Dr. Dillin
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oothe mo quito bit . R adin
om time requir
acrific (th
hrubbery wa in ct-lad n) i olation, and furti en

Stevie Smith is furious
with God. She fights
faith, although she
remembers having had it.
I did not enjoy Thoreau. Reading
for enjoyment took place on the window seat in my room or the front
porch swing. Reading for entrance
into Seriousness took place in the
bushes.
My childhood experience is not
all that uncommon in the adult
world, even among literate, intelligent men and women. At one time
or another we all have endured
"great" literature. (Remember Silas
Marner in high school?) I have a colleague, a reputable scholar in literature, who admits his inability to appreciate Faulkner. While I recognize the gravity of my mission to
convert him, I also secretly wonder
what all this hullabaloo is about
James Fenimore Cooper or Joyce
Carol Oates.
A few years ago as an earnest,
young graduate student, I sat in a
seminar with nine other valiant
interpreters of Emerson. We each
had our go at him, around that table,
one by one, as we sank more deeply
under the weight of his poem "The
Sphinx." The professor, kind but
unimpressed, finally asked me for
my reading. I gave it. In his thick,
Southern speech he inquired, "Do
you really believe that, Miss Bumgodner?"
Well, I had interpreted the poem,
I thought. Did I have to believe in it,
too? My answer was a reckless

m r on?
I 1 ok d up to m t a c uple of
typi al graduat tud nt mirks, but
aft r cla I r ceiv d the confessions
of ix oth r f llow uff r r , and I
a pted th r pon ibility of abol ving them of their literary guilt.
o now I've done it again. I dream
of John Donne, have a passion for
hakespeare, cannot leave Faulkner
alone, spend my ummer reading
Styron, Grass, Greene, Nemerov,
and James. But I have a confession.
I know she's almost a cult figure.
I know she's received extraordinary
reviews. I know she has inspired a
play and a movie. But I still find
Stevie Smith difficult to appreciate.
Me Again, the uncollected writings
of this British poet-novelist, is a
sampler of her stories, poetry, essays,
reviews, letters, and drawings .. Her
work in this volume displays acertain amount of linguistic eclat and
her simplified line drawings are
appealing in their directness.
Stevie Smith's themes are death,
suffering, and hell, but she does not
plaster this theme in broad letters
across her work. Instead, her prose,
like her drawings, is straightforward, whimsical, gently ironic, but
a bitter streak of anger runs through
it all.
Stevie Smith is furious with God.
She fights faith, although she remembers once having had it. Cruelty "is not something a Christian can
separate himself from, not if he is
honest he cannot," Smith writes in
"Some Impediment to Christian
Commitment." "For their gentle
Christ was more cruel than this. For
the wor t cruelties of man end with
death, but hell is eternal, and Christ
made him elf the King of Hell and
the judge of torment . . . . and I
The Cresset

Stevie Smith has a feel
for great one-liners.
threw away th w tne of Christianity and r memb r d the harsh
bone that lay b n ath and I aid:
It i immoral."
Thi acerbity do not alway surface in mith' writing. Her reviews
are, with one exception, pithy and
well written. The exception involves,
predictably, Malcolm Muggeridge
and Jesus Christ, the one concept
about which Stevie Smith cannot be
objective, the one review in which
she violates her own tenets of good
criticism, which she spells out elsewhere in this volume.
Smith has a penchant for great
one-liners. "Beckford is an author
who should not be followed home,"
she writes. Thurber's theme is "that
women are unlikeable and men are
not much better, and both are worst
seen at parties."

The style and humor in
Smith's letters do not
measure up to that found
in Flannery O'Connor.
Smith's letters are mildly interesting, but her style and humor do
not measure up to that found in the
letters of Flannery O'Connor. Nor
does Smith's final illness (she died in
1971 of a brain tumor) have the impact in her letter writing as O'Connor's did. The disease becomes, instead, macabrely, clinically fascinating as she mixes up her words, her
writing impulse still strong, but her
brain synapses crossed. Earlier she
had wondered "whether other people find Death as merry as I do." If
her poetry were the quality of Anne
Sexton's (another poet in love with
death), perhaps I could read Smith's
philosophizing with more sympathy.
Smith's arrogance, coupled with her
lack of a coherent use of the poetic
image, leaves me feeling as I used
to after reading The Deers/ayer. It's
probably better for me than I think
it is. I hope my student enjoyed
Proust. ow, to get back to my window eat. . . .
Cl
ovember, 1982
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Lawyers and
Their Stories

Review Essay
Dale Lasky

On Being a Christian
And a Lawyer
By Thomas R. Shaffer . Provo, Utah:
Brigham Young University Press. 288 pp.
$12.95.

Thomas Shaffer states succinctly
the issue with which he struggles
through this entire volume:
I often think that the only way to be both a
Christian and a lawyer is to ask. every day
"Is it possible to be both a Christian and a
lawyer?" and to be open. every day. to the
thought that it is not possible.

These words do not pre ent a piou
cliche, nor does some mode of narrow-minded sectarianism lie behind
them. The issue is whether justice
can be served. Shaffer acknowledge
that this same question can b raised
on the basis of other fundamental
commitments, but as a Chri tian h
must pose it as a theological qu tion.
The context for Shaffer' ob rvation is not the perennial tension b tween deep moral conviction and
institutional practice, but th quit
specific backdrop of m ri an adversary legal practice.
haff r
judges that the adver ary y t m
builds on the a umption that
government can provid ju ti . o
one better exemplifie thi p int f

view than the lawyer who contends
that he serves the constitution rather
than the guilty. Such a view provides
no way to decide when the constitution is worth serving and leaves the
lawyer dependent on the state. Thus
the lawyer who bases the confidentiality of the lawyer-client relation
on the state as the source of goodnes
has no basis on which to prote t
should the government change thi
practice.
More important for Shaff r , to
assume that the government i · the
source of justice is to a um that
goodne sis attained by force. Tho
who believe that power creat g odness·end up by becoming the in truments of tyranny. Therefor , argu
Shaffer, the profe ional cultur for
the administration of ju tic an b
preserved from corruption nl by
reaching beyond it If toward som thing better.
The probl m, howcv r, Ii
er than th adv r ary sy t m
By it If, thi would not po· a · riou threat. Finall it i · th s ial
and cultural ont xt of I gal pra ti
that <let rmin
it m aning nd
impact. ' haff r k t h · a fundam ntal ·hift in thi. ont xt in th •
nit d 'tat . In th arl I d s
ofth

Dale Lasky is Professor of Theolog_ at
Valparaiso University.
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ibility to under tand and t pra tic law from a p r p ti
at odd
with the current int rpr talion . T
outline the i ue and the alternative he contra t three po ibl
view of the la" er-client relationship. The fir t i what he terms th
"role ethic" of the contempora
profe sional la er. It i the ethi
of the profe ional who under tand
his relation hip to a client to be defined by the contemporary practice
of competitive politics free enterprise, and the adversary system.
The lawyer doe either what the
client wants or what he believes the
client really wants. And neither the
conscience of the lawyer or of the
client is considered directly relevant.
Many who have been dissatisfied
with the amoral character of the role
ethic have adopted the ethic of isolation. The lawyer seeks to understand how the client's conscience
defines his action and may refuse to
serve a client on the basis of his own
conscience commitment. In such a
relationship, moral positions are
respected but there is no ethical interchange. The lawyer and client
live in moral isolation, and the client
may even be perceived as a threat
to the lawyer's own integrity.
Shaffer advocates the ethic of
care. This ethic implies a vital relationship between lawyer and
client, following the dictum of Karl
Barth that the person who takes the
risk of counselling must prepare to
be counselled. Achieving a relationship is not so much a matter of professional sophistication as of removing obstacles. While this ethic assumes personal autonomy, it does
not confuse autonomy with isolation
or independence. Even though the
lawyer-client relationship is limited
to a particular aspect of the client's
life, it is a personal relationship.
Such an ethic entails not only serving people, but being with them.
The state and the legal system allow
the lawyer to represent the client,
but care goes beyond this formal
relationship.
Shaffer makes it clear, however,
that he does not simply propose to
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r pla
i nal thi , ith
mor
appr a h . Th
thi
a , id r r th r
than a narro r
nt t than that
of th profe ional l
parti ular it mak
it p
cop with th truth about p
it If po r i for haff r
good nor e il but it pr nt a challeng that can b m t onl b th
irtu of kill and th kill of irtu .
Becau e he limit hi con ideration
of thi ethic to per onal r lationhip with a client however haffer
doe not demon trat how h would
relate it to more imp r onal ituation uch as corporate law. nd h
relegates questions of legal form
and civil litigation to the phere of
political discour e.
In two chapters devoted to the
life of Thomas More, Shaffer illustrates how such an ethic deals with

kill of

abilit
pr du
p opl
m ntal crit rion f r a tion than effectiv n . Mor ' hop
prang
from th conviction that th love of
God i d p r and mor profound
than the inju tice found in ociety.
Hi d ci ion to purn power was
neither imply an act of personal
conscience nor an exi tential deciion, but a supremely social act. Perona! integrity was seen to be a public duty.
Shaffer credits his insights into the

Hindsight
The children chase the fireflies through the grass
Or count mosquito bites, and now and then
They catch mosquitoes just as they are drinking.
All smiles, the children squash them.
Meanwhile their parents (this is before the divorce)
Read in the parlor, listen to the rush
Of moths against the screendoors.
Somewhere away in the valley the village sleeps
Its steeple still white against the deepening green.
Later their bare feet hurry over the flagstones,
So cool and reliable after the mushy lawn.
The water pouring from Ursula's long hair,
Their swimming suits smelling of pond, of froggy water,
Of mud and rushes.
Lila has found a leech on her little toe,
And Andrew says "You've lost a pint of blood,"
And Lila shrieks and everyone is thrilled.
But all the while the sky subdues their shouts;
Their shouts conform to peace.
(This is long before Andrew was killed in SaigonLong before Lila's breakdown, years before Benny
Stopped speaking to Elsie and Lila,
Or Elsie got married,
Or Ursula won the prize.)
They are equals still; adulthood has not come
To divide their lives, to show them how it is:
That terror has no thrills
If once, in earnest,
The wild world thirsts for blood,
And if blood spills.
Lucy Ryegate
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f th
thi
of narrativ
r t ry. During hi
dean hip f th
tr Dam law
school , h e work d with tanl ey
Hau rwa , wh ha xplicat d thi
approach to thic in detail. The
ethic of narrati
build on th e insight that th moral life r ceiv es its
content and informing context from
the tory out of which the moral
agent live . For thi r ea on , Shaffer
considers code of profe sional ethics, important as they may be, inadequate to portray the full ethical
dimensions of professional life. To
be only a lawyer provides an inadequate story for the practice of law.
Lawyer stories provide more insight into the practice of law than do
codes and principles. Shaffer's use
of the novels of Anthony Trollope,
William Faulkner, and Harper Lee
as well as of numerous biographical
accounts serves more than the purpose of illustration. These narratives lay open the heart of legal
practice.
The ethics of story, however, has
its limits. The concept of story provides a heuristic device by which to
uncover the character of a person.
It proceeds on the insight that a person's identity can be known best by
uncovering the continuity of that
person's life. Shaffer opens up the
character of Thomas More by describing the story he lived. But
More's decisions were made on the
basis of an incisive analysis of the
political situation which required
him to decide and to act. His story
may tell us what kind of person
More was and even uncover the motives which empowered him to act,
but it does not explain fully why he
made the particular decisions upon
which he acted. Throughout the
volume, Shaffer emphasizes the primacy of identity and character in the
moral life over rules and principles.
In this judgment, he may be correct.
But, as the title suggests, his book
tells the reader better what it means
to be a Christian and lawyer than
how to act as a Christian and lawyer.
In the final section , Shaffer preents a critical assessment of the organized church. He presents in
ovember, 1982

ome detail the case of Franz Jagertatter , an Austrian peasant who •
suffer ed execution rather than serve
in the German army during World
War II. Jagerstatter not only resisted the state, but persisted in his
decision despite his church's failure
to sustain and encourage him. Shaffer sees in J agerstatter , as in More,
something more than a hero of conscience. Jagerstatter broke with the
church, of which he remained a
loyal member, in the name of the
tradition the institution claimed to
represent. Even for the person who
concurs in Shaffer's evaluation of the
church, however, the implications
In Praise of
of the example are ambiguous. Many
Voluntary Associations
of Jagerstatter's compatriots and
co-believers lived from the same
Private Groups Add
story and likewise recognized the
demonic threat of the Third Reich.
Variety and Concern
Yet they followed different courses
To the Social Order
of action. Again the problem of how
to move from commitment to d eciKarl E. Lutze
sion remains unanswered .
As the book jacket asserts, ShafVisitors from other
ountri
fer's volume is a tour de force. It
oft n expre a toni hm n t at b th
deserves a readership far wider than
the prevalen and the ff tiv n
members of the legal profess ion .
of voluntary a o iati n in th
The volume draws the reader in to
United tat .
ot that th y ar
conversation and interaction with
something n w or that w h av a
its author. And the extensive notes
corner or pat nt on th
n p t , bu t
at the rear of the book provide rea Tocquevill not d , th y d
m
sources for pursuing the conversamore wid spr ad and mor influ ntion further. It is regrettable that
tial in m n a than in m t
unthe book lacks an index to facilitate
tri .
returning to the themes developed
Tho
at diverse points in Shaffer's own
th
narrative.
What Shaffer calls for in thi volume is finally not less profes ionalism, but a return to the original
meaning of being a professional. To
practice a profession means to profess something. For the author, the
man wh
Christian faith provide the full
context for profes ional practi .
And Shaffer maintains the conviction that this profes ion can b mad
Karl
utz i D ir ctor or
in the American legal sy tern.
R elations and A s a t
ti ifj
To the extent that one determ in to conT heo! gy at alparai
d uct his practice as moral conv r at1on
sp nt many y a a Ex cutm
ir ct r
his advocacy as moral d iscour . hi lawyer skill as the virtue of hop . hi lif as an
affirmation that ju tice is a gift and n t a
commodity one ha from the governm nt .
I thi nk it is pos ible to b a hri t1an and
a lawyer.
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fact fl
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th
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id ntit for mor
left b hind.
time vow allegiance to thi count
and b come it c1t12 n proudl
gra p at the e time-honored phra
to make them th ir own: inalienable right ... life, lib rty pur uit
of happine "; "land of the free and
home of the brave"; "lib rty and
justice for all' ; freedom of peech
and religion freedom from want
and freedom from fear"; and "right
to assemble peaceably for petition
or remonstrance in redress of grievance." The continuing vitality of
our voluntary associations has
helped translate these abstractions
into living realities.
Throughout history governments
have been formed as a kind of ultimate institution, and that government was always deemed ideal which
best would protect and care for its
people to assure them safety and
prosperity.
Experience has shown that when
the citizenry has extravagant expectations of government it concedes
to government excessive control.
When government, for example, is
expected to exercise total responsibility for the education of a nation's
children in providing facilities,
tools, curriculum, and personnel,
it is easy to see how leaders in
government can come to control
their people's minds. And the people will pay dearly for what they
have bought.
Accordingly, from the very beginning private and parochial education in this country was sponsored
by voluntary associations. And the
churches that sponsored education
emerged not by governmental decree or by decision of some ecclesiastical hierarchy but by free, voluntary agreement.
Sometimes - especially during an
election year-there are those who
charge that our claim to be a democracy is hollow and invalid as long
as over one-half of our eligible
voters do not even bother to cast a
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lves
and
nd
get
ra1
go ernm nt b cau
e t or in titutional
tempt d to compromi it int
or to eer from it ha ic nobl
po e . More than that, hm
untary a ociation are in a po ition
to note th inadequacy and inability
of go emment to attend to all the
needs of it citizenry, and the are
often in a position and po e the
resources to re pond to at least ome
of tho e needs themselve .
It is for this reason that voluntary
associations continue to prout (like
the ational Urban League, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, National
Civil Rights Leadership Conference,
the Isaac Walton League, the ParentTeachers Association, Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,
and organizations dedicated to saving whooping cranes, timber wolves,
whales, orchids, etc. etc. etc.). In
their dedication to vigilance and to
service in their respective causes,
these associations resolutely and
stubbornly resist every effort that
would stifle their creativity, their
spontaneity, and their right to make
decisions concerning their functioning and their future.
Of course, as they organize and
strategize for action, voluntary associations themselves become institutions. At least two hazards confront
every institution:
1) leaders may become preoccupied with the form, style,
health, and survival of the organization at the expense of
maintaining its performance;
and
2) attention may focus exclusively
in a certain area of performance o that insufficient resources (personnel, money, time,
facilities) remain to perform

in ignificant;
imply do not
count."
And if one' motion at a m eting
die for lack of a cond if one' dirienting vote i the only vote thus
ca t, and if on ' letter to the editor
receives only a form response, it is
ea y to b come disillusioned, discouraged, and dissuaded from standing up another time.
There is clearly a need then for a
new voluntary association to allow
isolated voices opportunity to speak
in chorus and to be heard.

II
A dramatic illustration of the voluntary association and its effectiveness is provided in the case of Jesus
who came on the scene in his day
and found himself in a churchly
organization/system that deserved
serious criticism and correction.
The people who were administrators in that system resented his
position, fearful that the very survival of the institution as well as
their own positions of leadership
were threatened by his preachments.
They did all they could to discredit
and silence him.
So Jesus organized his "Twelve" a voluntary association, established
neither to be competing nor to be a
counter-organization or subversive
movement.
Jesus, in fact, affirmed much that
he regarded whol~some in the system, but he pointed to the inadequacy of its performance: "You have
neglected the weightier matters of
justice and mercy." Yet, in spite of
his critical stance, he participated
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in the ritual and litur ical practice
of that in titution, 1 1tm in the
very horn ground of th r ligious
headquart r . Th re he pre ented
him elf for wor hip and there he
would engage the 1 ader of the institution in dialog.
Later on after Christ's ascension,
the little a ociation he'd begun continued to m et in the temple court
and to addre the religious leaders.
And when the e di ciples would
arrive in other countries they would
regularly fir t check in at the local
synagogues. They did not wish to
"quit the organization."
As time went on, however, rejected and persecuted, this association saw itself a new institution, and
it structured itself for efficient and
faithful functioning.
But after only a very brief time, a
voluntary association within that
new institution brought to light a
serious issue. Some welfare recipients (who were probably relatives
of the administrators) were receiving preferential treatment-and at
the expense of other poor people
who were regarded as outsiders.
In this instance the administrators
did not regard the critics as a threat
or nuisance, but gave this voluntary
association a hearing, acknowledging their own inability to attend to
this matter fairly. They immediately
made the necessary correction by
developing a seven-man social ministry agency, incorporating it into
the structure. Thus an institution
that had originated as a voluntary
association revitalized itself by
allowing a new voluntary association to arise and be heard within its
ranks.

III
To return to our starting point,
we see that our nation in its beginnings set out on a course of high and
noble purpose when it determined
to promise its citizenry protection
and support for each individual's
rights to "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."
Since from its very inception
government could not adequately
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deliver on all its promises, there
were many voluntary associations
that sprang into being. The churches
themselves became voluntary associations supplying certain services
that government could not provide.
And government, far from being
threatened by these churches, their
preachings, and their activities, welcomed them and built into the nation's laws and codes provisions to
protect them and assure their continuance.

The most subtle danger
for voluntary groups is
diversion or cooptation.
When churches themselves could
not provide all desired services, new
voluntary associations sprouted
within and/or among them, initiating the establishment of hospitals,
schools, colleges and universities,
orphanages, homes for the aging,
and similar programs. In later years
secular and church-related voluntary associations proliferated and
have provided sophisticated, highly
skilled, and efficient services not
provided by government or other,
more established, institutions.
For example, the gray ladies in
thousands of hospitals constitute a
voluntary association that perceived
a need of hospital patients which
hospital staff persons simply could
not meet because of the press of
other responsibilities. Through the
years these women have provided
services that hospitals could not afford to purchase or provide. Hospitals welcome and treasure the contribution these women make.
Similarly, in the earlier days of
the Lutheran Church-Missouri
Synod, when leaders faced a desperate financial crisis, a voluntary as ociation emerged calling itself the
Lutheran Laymen's League. League
members set out to do the job th
institution was unable to do-rai ing
the monies necessary to make the
church body financially olvent.
Subsequently, rather than di ol
after achieving their purpo , LLL
members discovered more ar
where they felt the church bod

not able to develop adequately and
they assumed the responsibility for
bringing into existence an impressively vast radio and television ministry. These examples could be expanded on in almost infinite variety.
It is hardly appropriate, however,
to place a halo over the voluntary
association, suggesting that it can do
no wrong. Not every voluntary organization is automatically to be
admired. The Ku Klux Klan, for
example, is a voluntary group that
not only does not serve the public
interest but that visits hardship and
disadvantage on many members of
the community. Examples of this
nature could also unfortunately be
expanded on at great length.
Another, more subtle, danger to
which voluntary association are
prone is that of diversion or cooptation. Groups that might po e a potential threat to the established order or the conventional wisdom can
be diverted from their propheti
tasks by being invited into gov ming institutions under condition
implicit or explicit, that blunt th ir
critical edge. Or they can be induc d
to take on diver ionary ta k that
direct their attention and n r y
away from the ub tantial t ward
the trivial. Thu many community
groups find them Iv pr o upi d
with menial , nonntial matt r
that might b d alt with b tt r and
more effici ntly by publi
uth
ities whil imp rtant ivi matt r
get quietly handl d b y nd th
ttention of all but th mall lit wh
prefer thin that way.
voluntary gr up may d n
harm , but it d
v ry littl
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Reflections of an
Old Liberal-Ill
John Strietelmeier
Fifty years ago thi month, Franklin Delano Roosevelt wa elected
President of the nited State . His
victory was no triumph of liberalism.
He had campaigned on a platform of
such conservative cast that he actually managed to raise doubts about
the fiscal responsibility of that quintessential Republican, Herbert C.
Hoover.
In office, though, F.D.R. was willing to try anything that might work
-even if only in the short term. And
since conservative measures obviously had not pulled the country
out of the quicksand of Depression,
he turned to liberal advisers, who
supplied him with that package of
innovative economic and social legislation which we remember as the
New Deal.
For many of us who were young in
the Thirties, the New Deal was democracy in fulfillment: the enormous power and resources of beneficent government harnessed to the
hopes and dreams and aspirations of
ordinary people. It owed little, if
anything, to Marxist philosophy or
ideology. It was in many ways an
expression of the great American
delight in tinkering with machines.
Here was this curious machine called
the Federal government, and those
first young New Dealers discovered,
to their surprise and joy, that you
could make it do all sorts of wonderful things: insure bank deposits,
protect the environment, remake the
environment, clear slums, improve
schools, provide jobs, ease the anxieties of old age- and all of that
just for starters.
But in the late Thirties the machine had to be retooled. There was
a war to win, and the machine did
the job-efficiently, expeditiously,
32
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in hi book
America in Search of Itself The Making of the President, 1956-1980 call the

optimi tic America of th World
War II generation "The Old Country." It was the America of liberal
Republicans like Ei enhower and
aging
ew Deal Democrats like
Lyndon Johnson, the America that
had not yet known defeat in Viet
Nam and disgrace at Watergate.
"Cheerfully bumptious" might be
an apt way of describing us as we
were in the Fifties and Sixties. Or,
at least, it might be a good way of
describing us as we clearly have not
been in the Seventies and Eighties.
Alan Brinkley, in a review of
White's book which appeared in last
June's Harper's magazine, announces
the demise of the liberal dream,
and he says that "Perhaps, for liberals of the World War II generation,
it was inevitable that it should end
this way: in sour recriminations
against a society that seems to have
rejected their values."
That liberals of my generation
tend to feel that the glory has departed and the world is going to the
dogs is, I grant, fairly evident. But
I suspect that our "sour recriminations" derive not so much from society's rejection of our values as
from our own weariness and loss of
enthusiasm for the struggle to make
those values operative. There is no
cynic more bitter than a disappointed idealist. Having failed to
achieve the millennium, too many
of the liberals of my generation have
said that "the struggle nought availeth" and have withdrawn from public life to pursue private interests
and satisfactions.
What has happened to American
liberalism is, I would suggest, a fa-

th
arnin
ti them to th
it elf may b g od or bad, noble or
ignoble. For tho who ar caught
up in a Cau e, life take on a special
verve a pecial intensity.
But any Cause that ucceed must
ultimately be institutionalized. The
charismatic leaders die or retire and
are succeeded by the management
team. The agitators are gently eased
out and replaced by technicians.
The Movement becomes the Organization.
American political liberalism
allowed itself to become institutionalized as one member of that incongruous coalition called the Democratic Party. Perhaps it had no alternative. But in opting for this
course, it tied itself to the cycle of
ups and downs that characterizes the
fortunes of political parties. And so,
in 1980, liberals found themselves
committed to an unpopular Democratic President in a hopeless battle
for re-election against a popular
and personable Republican nominee.
The Republican won, and carried
a lot of conservatives into office with
him. Whereupon some of our more
elderly and vocal liberal leaders
panicked, pronounced it the end of
the world, and predicted that Reagan would undo all of the constructive accomplishments of the past
half-century.
Were he to do so, it would indeed
be a pity. But just as Nixon could
rightly say that "we are all Keynesians today," so I feel safe in saying
that "we are all liberals today" including, in his own delightfully
screwed-up way, Ronald Reagan.
If you don't believe it, just ask
Jesse Helm .
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